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By Joe Sampson

rent amount of the hadget is S I
milhen for the Seven
UM-

Staff Writer

VeiSIty system

The board ofT nesters held their
first meeting of the new academic
year Monday at the University of
Maine in Presque Isle.
The main topic of concern a as
the upcoming two-year untsersity
system budget The current budget
(fiscal year 1993, is S22 million
less than the State onginally approved..To dealenith these tremendous cuts the ROT plans to sehmit
a budget rIling fur scue approgn
increases of $;
a:
1994) and S17.6 million (fiscal
1994).
A fiscal year begins on July 1
and ends on lune 30.
These incirases would bring
total appropriatiesis for the university system to S145.8 and S163.4
million in 1993 and 1994 The cur-

The ROT has also been asked
tis the stats- to net onls submit its
request. but also a budget wince
would not change from the current
one of $132.7 million for the next
two years (flat funding for two
years). Actchnonalls. the BOT has
heen led to submit a package
%hichwILlbrara 10pie Crlit reduc non, winch w nuld produce onts:
$i 1 19.4 million in
enues nes'ear
for rite nnivessity svarere
-The
—sits SLcm has
suffered a great deal.- University
Vice-Chancellor Bill Sullivan said.
"Enough is enough."
Because of inflanon and deferred costs, even the flat funding
would product a gap of $10 million for each fiscal year A$10
million gap is the equivalent of a

ys B(JF

la percent tuition insTease. or the
loss of 3(.10 yobs in the universits
system.
"This would be crippling to the
eniversities to do their yob.- Sullivan said.
If the SOT s budget is accepted tw the state as stihmined, then
universits syswm students rocs
expect to see an increase of tuition
costs around 3.5 percent. The average annual cent of tuition for a
Maine resident undergraduate student n
_7;$2,670
at List r" !SM Students at the
otnet campuses are paying $2.460
pea annum A 35 percent increase
would be approximately $90 per
year for a Maine resident taking 15
ci-rdit hours a semester.
According to Kent Price. assistant to the chancellor, the 3.5 University system Chancellor Robert Wood ou ry rt5. quite
clear that the economic state of Maine is
difficult
'
(Boyd
Sec ROT on page 5
photo.)
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Experts examine responses to rape
By Deanna L. Partridge

Staff Writer
The attitude on campus toward
rape and sexual assault has shifted
in the past decade with the people
are more aware and the system is
more responsive., said a panel representing the um • ersity communits Mondas afternoon
Suzanne Estler, from the Otfice of Equal Opportunity. said a
rape victim has a right to unrnecii ate and lone-terrn support and the
urn versity offers a range of options
for dealing with the perpetrator.
"1 think we all say 'This is
something that will never happen
to re." Estler said. "So we may
not know how to handle it if it
does.Regardless of whether or not a
victim seeks prosecution. rape is
against the Student Conduct Code
and the Sexual Harrassment Policy
Estler said that the uuiversits

tries to create situations in which
rape doesn't happen but wants to
send a clear message when it does.
"We prefer to set strong, formal action taken," Estler said.
"Rape is a crime, a physical
trauma. an emotional trauma, and
asocial trauma."Estler said -Don't
he silent."
The District .Anornes's Office
was also represented on the panel.
Sharon Silberman Hununels. assistant district attomes for Bangor added to Estler's comments on the legal
actions of rape victims by explaining some of the temunolop. used in
discussing sexual assault
Under Maine law .rape is called
gross sexual assaule meaning sex
or sexual contact without consent
Date. or acquaintance rape is not
specified as a different case under
the lay.
Maine also has a Rape Shield
Law which protects victims who
choose to testify from the disclosure

Robin Miller and Ency Whitehill, of the Rape
Awareness
Comm rttee, place ribbons on the rape memorial.(Kut
z photo.)

GSS holds
first meeting

of their past sexual tustors in court has ocurred
but is under no obliga"We never make anyone testi- tion to releas
e any personal infor- By William
R. Grasso
fy who doesn't want to. Silber- mation.
Also. a victim is always
Staff Writer
man Hurnmets said "There is noth- referred to Rape
Response Servicing easy about &es in Bangor for short-term counEight was enough for the GenThe point was made that a sex- seling and ads
ocacs
eral Student Senate to declare a
ual assault victim could be anyone
For long-term counseling at no quorum and hold
its first meeting
from a babs or a child to an elclerls cost the Couns
eling Center on of the sear last night.
person, male or female
campus offers help and support in
Despite being the first meeting
"We would like to gel every the decisionmaking process of and having relatively few senato
rs.
rapist - everybody who thinks it's rape victim
s.
GSS started nght off discussing
okas- to take ads antage of a wornApril Colbum. one of the nine developments and
issues imporau.- Silberman H um;nels said."We full-time couns
elors on staff. out- tant to the students then repres
ent.
do the hest we can lined the process for initiating conWayne Mitchell. board of trustReporting a rape does not mean tact with the Couns
elling Center. ees and University of Maine stuthe police or a trip to an emergency
the first step is the dent government resresentati
ve
to
must he involved.
hardest :o takes- CoiSurn said
informed the GSS of a possible 33
"Medical services are imporA person can call the Counsel- parent increase in
tuition for the
tant.- Cutler Health Center Nurse ing Center
weekdays from 8 a m - 1994-95 academic year
The proPractioner Sheltie Morcom said.
5 p.m. and request to see a coun- posed increa
se
will
make
up for a
Irrelevant ofhow recent or long selor during one
of the emergencs 10 percent cut in the budget for
that
ago the rape took place. a victim hours set aside
each morning and Veal
needs to have many specific arid afternoon A
female counselor c.an
According to Mitchell. Goverindividuat needs met according to be reques
ted if desired It is impor- nor McKernan has asked
the BOT
Morcom utter also offers many tant to tell the
receptionist that the to subnut two budgets; one the
options and support
situation is an ernereencv in order standard -level fiineling,- Lope'
"We are apart ofthe whole learn to get a same
das appointment
other including a 10 percent reducapproach.- said Morcom
On wee.kends and evenings non in expenditures
.
Morcom said that Cutler pro- from 5 p.m.-8
a.m., counseling
"Expect the worse and be pres-ides a sale and confidential atmo- assistance can
be accessed throught pared for it- Student Gover
nment
sphere for a victim The rape does the Student Helpli
ne which shares President Bent Littlefield. said.
not have to he recorded in the stu- the same numbe
r as the CounselLittlefield pointed out that of
dent:s file or can ne documented in ing Center.
581-4020.
the possible S13.1 million that mas
a separate locked file.
The Helpline is run bs trained he cut as much as
58 million ma'
If a visum contacts Cutler with
student N'ol unteers. A caller should come from this campu
s alone
the first 72 hours after the as- also tell the volunt
eer that it is an
Michell discussed students'
sault. Cutler can provide preven- erriergencs
situation and request a options. which include
letter witttative medicines against sexually back-up counse
lor.
ing campaigns and rally! in Au
trasrnine.d diseases arid pregnanEither the Helpline or the coun- gusta.
. There are no charges at Cutler selor can arrang
e for medical u-ans"To hell with what McKernan
for rape-related services
ponation and can contact Rape says about studen
ts intimidaung
Morcom said that Cutler is
mandated to report when a rape
See PANEL on page Ste GSS on page 5
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Coe Loulm to be converted to
By Kim Dineen
Staff Writer
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Say goodbye to one of the few remaining
areas reserved for students in the Memonal
I:nion - an say hello to Taco Bell.
Late this semester,renovations should
begin in Coe Lounge to convert the room
from its present state as a study area to a
dining service housing Taco Bell Express, Columbo frozen yogurt and a hot
sntree bar.
The proposed dining service area as
downscaied from original plans to include
Coe Lounge, Sutton Lounge and the 1912
Room and turn them into a large food
court.
Last year, an Ad Hoc Committee recommended this plan upon reviewing the
spatial needs of the Memorial Union. But

•Rape awareness

cater students p-otested at the potential loss become very cross ded." Rand said "V.e L
of these duce rooms, the designs a'ele trying to respond to the needs of the commodified to include cnly one, the Coe munity and this decision seems to make
Lounge.
sense."
The Coe Lounge was selected as the
Excess revenues from the Memonal
location for the new food service due to its I Tilton Retail Operations will pay for the
close proximity to the Damn Yankee. ac- renos ations. Rand raid
cording to David Rand. director of the MeUnion patrons will have more options
morial Union.
once the new food service is operating:
Certain renovations will be necessary in tacos. burritos. and frozen yogurt will he
order to prepare the room for its new func- available. Two food carts and a hot entree
tion. Those include ripping up the existing bar wiP in place.
carpet. coveting the floor with a tiled surCompact food carts are available from
face. installing new lighting and a ventila- Taco Bell, a national chain of Mexican fast
tion system. changing the entrances. and food restaurants, which heat and serve a
upgrading the electrical system.'hese ren- s ariety of items. This concept appealed to
ovations will probably take a few months to Jon Lewis, direct° of dining serviees. due
complete.
to its conservation of apace.
-About 35 to 38 percent of the Union
"The Taco Bell Express is just a smaller
patrons go for the food services: therefor- unit, a smaller restaurant concept,'Lewis
the Bear's Den and the Daraiir
mssimop.
.d "F ir rent frir in fried forwic it cln

aco nun
diovide everything that a restaurant does."
Lewis has already purchesed the food
can and signed a tentative contract with
Taec :le to be updated on a yearly basis.
"We bought the cart, we buy their food
supplies, and we pay them a percentage of
our sales." he said "We're not a franchise:
we're just leasing the oncept."
('olurnbo frozen yogurt will also be on
site in a second food cart. This can has also
been purchased.
The hot entree bar now located in the
Damn Yankee will be moved into the Coe
Lounge.freeing up space for additianal seating. Lewis estimated that 76 more seats may
be added. Only the salad bar .iid beverages
will remain in the Damn Yankee after the
renovations are completed.
"With less food equipment in there, the
better it will serve as an ail-purpose room.awie

•Celebrity deatli

Men unite Pilot error cited in Stevie Ray Va
against rape
By The Associated Press
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Men Against Rape,a group dedicated
to stopping rape and sexual assault, presented a seminar."Sex Gone Wrorg: A
Program for Men Only yesterday at the
Bangor Lounge with the hope it will
bong attention to an overwhelming problem some men ha'.e
Organizers said the problem lies partly with communication and clarity between the consenting man and the unconsenting woman.According to Troy Peterson.a spokesman for Men Against Rape.
men have a hard time knowing if a woman is consenting to sex or net."ihe rule
is that anything but 'yes' means `no,' he
said.
According to the definition of rape,
there is no foul play going on. The definition of rape is intercourse being imposed on a person against their will when
the person's wishes are known to the
rapist by verbal or physical expressions.
This also include:. cases where the person may be unconscious or in no position
to consent to the act.
Peterson also lectured about how different force is used by the rapist He said
Um:ducal of rape by force is the textfrook
of i aiyc is
si:-..e..euu ha The deeei
make the victim believe that they will be
violated while the rapist has nointention.
Manipulative rape is like saying."Have
sex with me if you love me."
In one study of college students conducted in 1991, 51 percent of college
men would force 3 woman to have sexual
intercourse if they knew that they could
get ay.-ay with it.
Drugs and alcohol alao piay a role in
rapes committed by men,the study stated. Most men who have raped,according
to the same study. have most likely to
have used cocaine, carried a concealed
weapon, committed a burglary and/or
driven wliile drunk.

Federal investigators blame the pilot and
a flight service specialist on the ground for
a crash that killed seven members of Reba
McEntire's band and cite pilot error in the
crash that killed blues guitarist Stevie Ray
Vaughan.
In separate reports Monday.,the National Transportation Safety Board released its
findings on the probable causes of the two
show business-re!ated crashes.
The NTSB found that "improper planning-decision- by the aircraft's pilot was
the main probable cause of the 1990 crash
near East Troy. Wis., where Vaughan end
four other people died.
Contributing to the helicopter's crash
into the side of a manmade ski hill wete
"darkness, fog, haze and rising terrain."
agency spokesman Ted Lopatkiewicz said.
The 35-year-old Vaughan a Grammy

Thursday
September 17,1992
3:00 p.m.
Sutton Lounge
Student Union

's crash

Award-winning musiciza. died on Aug. 27. planning iy the pilot, the pilot's failure to
1990. after the Bell 206 copter carrying five maintain proper altitude and clearance over
people left the Alpine Valley Music The- mountainous terrain and the co-pilot's failater,an open-air concert facility,and crashed. are to adequately monitor the progress of
The NTSB took more than two years to ths flight.
complete its investigation into the crash of
The agency's repot: also said instiffithe craft. owned by Omniflight Helicopters cient information on terrain was provided
Inc. of Dallas.
by a Federal Aviation Administration flight
Thomas Demetrio. a Chicago lawyer service specialist before the March 16,1991,
representing Vaughan's estate, said he was crash near San Diego.
not surprised by the NTSB findings.
All 10 people aboard the twin-engine
Papers he filed in a July lawsuit for the Hawker Siddeley aircraft died in the fiery
estate contend that the helicopter charter :rash atop Otas Mountain,including McEncompany should have known that the weather tire's tour manaeer.Jim Hammon.pilot Don
"precluded safe flying conditions.Holms and co-pilot Chris Hollinger. McEnJohn Neilson. Omniflight general man- tire was not aboard because she was taking
ager. declined to comment on the NTSB a commercial flight the next day.
report because he had not seen it and beAn FAA transcript of conversations because of the pending lawsuit.
tween Hoims and the flight service specialIn the McEntire band crash, the NTSB ist. who has not been identified, shows that
said the probable causes were improper neither mentioned the mountain.

Have you thought about going to
graduate school? Looking forward to A
career in public affairs, university
teaching,or the diplomatic corps?
Thinking about study abroad or a life in
scientific research? The campus
community is invited to hear about the
opportunities available for graduate and
undergraduate fellowships and
scholarships—Fulbright Fellowships,
Rhodes Scholarships, Mellon Fellowships
in the Humanities,and Phi Kappa Phi
Fellowships, among others. First- and
second-year students are especially
encouraged to attend. Now is the time to
plan ahead. Some one has to win these. It
rnig-ht as well f,e vou.

Sponsored by the Office of Academic Affairs and the College of Arts & Humanities
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By Lori Glazwr
Staff wrrter
Statewide programs of outreach.research
and education for people with develolmiertal disabitiUe throuen the University of
Maine's new Center for Conuntunty Inclu
sion is just one uf a number of projects tint&
possible through increased funding for the
Ullvierwty.

External funding for research. Instruction. and public service projects increased
for the seventh straight yea:. to reach 5.16.
9
million this year. the largest amount ever.
according to a 1992 fiscal year-end repor
t.
'This continued growth in our outside
funding speaks well for the -4uality of our
faculty who are abl- rornoete successful
-

)). tor grann and contracts dunnt. times of
increasing competition for scarce dollars."
Paul D ncirmark. director of the research
and sponsored programs office at the university said
In-ojecti futaied in fiscal year 199:: involve 217 faculty' and profmsionai staff representing 53 denartments or units at UMaine
"I lniverst'y research activities span all
disciplines and show the breadth and depth
of our faculty expertise UM faculty have a
Coltirnitrnent to research that is important to
the state's economy and r.lualir: of ltfe.`
Judith I. Bailey • interim vice president for
Research and Public Serivce, said
According to Bailey. the faculty
writes proposals to compete int national
grants After being judged by a panel of
faculty peers, the grants are asiaroed to

the hest proposals.
funding comes from a variety of sources. such at federal agencies like the U.S
Department of Education. state and local
governments and per sate industry
We are Tommie Oecause our faculty is
competitive. Bailey raid
Our faculty are skilled in their areas.
arid their expenise is acknowledged on a
national
According to Bailey. the funding provides program opportunities the university
would not be able to fund otherwise, and is
beneficiary for students. and the university
as a whole
Students benefit in both having funding
as graduate students and the enhancement of
teaching programs she said.
'Professors involved in research bring
10111111Iiiis

information back to the class
raom The unversity benefits from the use 2,
lab equipment funded through
grants also
receiving grants and being
successful at the
research projects enhance the
reputation of
the university.
Most of the funded projects ha.,.e alrea,h
begun. and are continuing this year
Sour
areas which university research
projects
cover include natural resources,
marine sciences. global climate changes. and environ.
mental research
One successful research project
Bade::
noted is the national Center for Gengrapiik
Information Analysis which is begin
ning its
fifth VeaT on campus. It is a resea
rch consornon between the University of Maine
and
the Univc -sty of California at Santa Barbara and Buffalo
monaMINENNI
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IRONICALLY,THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT
LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

C

t afford to save for retirement?
The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last zo to 30 years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow
Consider this: set aside lust Sioo each
month beginning at age 3o and you can
accumulate over Sii42,5,49* by the time
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
yo,;;;Ii.a.t- i. Lodger S227(-a: ii month
to reach the same goal.
an

Even if you're not count mg
the yeas to
retirement, you can count on
TIAA-CREF
to help you build the futur
e you deserve—
with flexible retirement and
tax-deferred
annuity p!?..n!„ a
dive,se portfolio of investment choices, and a record
of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in
educatic,r and
research put TIAA-CREF at
the top of
their list for retirement plann
ing. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simpl
e it is
to build a secure tomorrow
when you
have time and TIAA-CREF
working on
your side

Start plasusireg your jutare. Call or

Enrollment lloatose I ROO
842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.
AI/4/44/14/ 4LR
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BONN,Germany(AP)— Germany cut
key interest rates for the first time in five
years Monday. an action the United States
and European Community nations had ii
for months to help spur a world economit
recovery.
Stocks shot up in New York and other
financial markets.
The cuts by the Bundesbank.Germany •s
central hank, could ease pressures on the
U.S. eCOnOnly and impro,.e the prospects
for French approval of a treaty for European
political and monetary union in a referendum this Sunday. But the gap between German rates and those in other major industrial
nations remained wide.
Germany's high rates have attracted investments and drawn money away. from
other currencies, helping to drive the dollar
to an all-time low against the mark in recent
weeks.

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
81000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS 51000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS'
tic obligaton. No cost.
You stop get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
jug for canine
1-806-932-0528. Ext.65

irtsn- American Club

Fall Bash

eadrao, s0044.ili
At the Otonoka of course)

ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING
Wednesday, Sept. 16th
1912 Room, Memorial Union
ALL WELCOME!
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from page 1

him," Michel! said.'There is strong support
in this state foi higher education. Politicians
don't like to be told they are screwing up. A
rally in Augusta is a good way to send that
message."
This week is Rape Awareness Week.
Recently, posters signed "Women Against
Rape" (WAR.) have appeared attacking
several fraternities,alleging rape and racism
are promulgated within 'heir organiz.ations.
Also a controversial add appeared in the
alternative newspaper Hubris titled"W.A.R.
is HELP"also signed by W.A.R.
The posters and article concerned the
senators,all of w horn condemned the works
"They are just hurting the entire effort of
tape awareness week to educate people,"
Littlefield said. "They will just turn people's minds off '•
Other Rape Awarenss Week events include Sept. 17 there will be a United Against
Rape March, staiting at 4 p.m. in front of
Fogler Library. It will be followed by a
candlelight vigil at 6 p.m. also at the librai y
oe current issue ofHubris is itsc'esoinething of a mystery. According to Littiefield,
the unscheduled appearance of the publication was produced without the sanction tad'
the Off-Campus Board(OCB),which over-

Board of Trustees ineeng_

sees it. Li!tlefield said that OCB and GSS percent tuition increase is not engraved in
will give no fuod.og for the last issue, and stone.
the university may not also.
"it (the 3.5 percent tuition increase) is
In other funding news, the Late Night what is in the plan. although it is not apLocal,safe weekend transportation for I ini- proved vet" Price said
versity of Maine students both sober arid
According to Price, 3.5 percent is what
intoxicated, has received no funding for this should 'e expected if the system gets the
year due to budoet cuts
funding Mat it hopes tc :--edei-e from the
The shuttle, run by Alpha Phi Omega suite. Iffunding is below that level,then that
e--evice fraternity, ilammu Strn;-. Cigirn,t mirrsher rritilrl he r•hstioneei
service sorority, in conjunction with Sun
"It's quite clear that the economic state
stance Ase Servie•.s(SAS t runs a local (of Maine.) is difficult," said Chancellor
route in an effort to provide students with an Robert Woedbury.
alternative TO driving while intoxicated or
MINIMIN=IP
wal:dng law alone. President Littlefield said
•Rape Awareness Week
Late Night Local"will he funded vet)son"
Reiovationstothe Memorial Union which
were scheduled to be completed before this
school year started, have been put on hold.
according iii Littlefield, due to red tape.
Littlefield told the GSS the renovations,
which included an all new "food court" on
By Ellen Cowperthwaite
the second floor arid a total renovation ofthe
Volunteer Writer
Bear's Den did not take place because there
was o "bid process." A formal bid process
Students hat a
allows state institutions to award jobs to the tense techniques at a Won,en's S if tense
lowest bidder, a way of saving money. The Workshop last night. The workshop is berenovations may now be finished over No- ing offered three times during Rape Awarevember break.
ness Week
"This course is different from other years,
a
hands
on experience., teaching simple tips
With the start of the year, comes election time. Election of
arid techniques on how to protect and defend
student senators will be hOct Sept 24. Any students wishing to
yourself from attack.(You) need to take the
be on me ballot for their dorm or for an off-campus seat must
time to decide what you can do, what you are
fill out a nominatior form.
willing to do to protect yourself. ..(You)need
to realize that no one can defend YOU as well
Prospective scnatcrl, 7-z-.ust be undc,rgr3duates, have six or
as you can.The whole point is to encourage
more credit hours of classes and collet 25 signatures on their
you to be safe,- Tracey Smith,course instrucnomination forms from their constit:;endes.
tor and personal safety guru. said.

There are about 40 seats, and all students interested in serving
in the senate are urged to ran.
The forms are available in the student government office
located on third floor of the Union and must be returned there
by Sept. 17th.

from_ page 1

Woodbury also explained thot he thi mph,
.
the BO'T budget proposals were "a modest
one that will not even take us up to what we
origioally had for this year."
Woodbury., also explained that the Et)1"s
proposal will be excited:4,ri by the state, and
then the BOT will know what fending will
be available
In other business,the ROT also endorsed
Sue A 14111CP•TTIol,"a theits...Tim president of
IMF and Thomas W. Clayton as interim
President of t 1MPI. They will both he assuming their positions immediately
Ammo

Self defense class teaches
women to defend themselves
"Students are often lulled into a sense of
false secority and people begin too feel too
romfortable.With 25(100 people t
•munity things ar"
.
'
expect others to protect us, we must, in part
be responsible for protecting ourselves.'
Smith said.
Smith Trii-pliasizes avoiding potentially
unsafe situations and creating safe environment for ourselves: Use common sense:
maintain your own personal space.: think
ahead: lock your door' never walk alone at
night: look around: don't disregard your
sixth intuitive sense. If you feel uncomfortable, take action. Cross to the other side of
the street. call a friend or public safety to
Sec DEFENSE on
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The Weekly Meeting
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Memorial Union
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at the Memorial Union Information Booth
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Place: in the Bookstore
Time: Th
10-4 Sat 9-2
Deposit: $20
Free Airline Ticket Deawing
Sign up at the ring table.
No purchase necessary.
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of aging studies and senior
associate of the
Third Age Center at Fordham
Urns ersits ir,
New York, said the survey's
findings nng
Mans older Americans find no sanctu- true for him.
ars in their houses of worship because of
"From a pastoral point of
sieve this
benign neglect that anandons them at heay- would he the lived
experience,- he said
en's gate. a study has found.
"Those churches and ,:ynagogues
that de
Nearly half the people age 65 and older reach out, oldor people do
participate"
inteniewed in a Holy Cross College study
Many sociologists of religion SaN
the relaof200 Christian worshipers said they w.ould tively scant attention paid
to the elderls !like to attend church more often, but find from benign neglect,
not deliberate 1)0'1
they're stuck at home because they heck
"My sense of it is. it is an act of on., •
transportation, among other obstacles.
more than anything," Swigen said.
The study disputes the theory that aging
Some churches may unmtentionalls
its" naturally leads people to withclrass from ixurage older
people fioni attending services
religious and other social activities. It Liai by focusing
their ministries on the homebound
questions whether religious organizations, thmugh broad
casts ratherthan orgar.izingnans
in their perpetual search for youth, may he portation to
bring theia to church. Ainlav said
xacrificing an impartial): pa oftheir congre.
11 ncking east• *7C-es's to church -gao e)ns while also leaving tboce older mem- disru
ptive, one gerontologist suggests
bers to fact death
•
13) ox.
La wod,the life of the older individ- tinuing
lifelong patterns, and church .atter
ual, as with religious institutions, becomes danc
e and participation are part of that. sa0
precarious:' Stephen C. Ainlay,Royce Sin- Robe
rt Atchley,director of the Scripps Ger
gleton Jr. and Victoria Swigert reported in
ontology Center at Miami University !r
the Journal for the Scientific Study of ReliOxford, Ohio.
gion. All three are sociologists at the school
And despite the geaying ofthe large hal',
in Worcester. Mass.
boom population of Americans. most reli"Greater involvement reduces feelings
gious organizations see their future in re
of meaninglessness. makes health prob
lems cruiting younger members, and diver
t the:
understandable, and helps situate death
it- resources accordingly.
self." they wrote.
Yet with oldes. people ciisproportionanIn one-hour interviews with a rand
om ly represented among the faithful, reiigicr!:
sample of 200 Christians age 65 and
older in institutions take the lead in the
graying c;
Vs'orcester, 46 percent of survey
respon- America. One survey foun
d more than a
dents said they would like to attend
religious quarter of parishioners in
the average Roservices more often.
man Catholic church are over age 65. In
Nearly a third of the respondents
listed light of this, sociologists
say, the vitality of
lack of transportation as the main
reason congregations will he threatened
if they
they don't attend church more often
Thim- neglect older members.
seven percent cited health
problems and
"What is particularly ironic now is that a
poor weather.
churches look for elders, or church leaders.
"What we're not doing is
we're not they're looking for
young people.- Ainlay
getting these people into the
churches," said."The true chur
ch
elders are excluded.Ainlay said in an int.::-v-..
"It becomes
And
in
forsa
king
members for the
oldrt
particularly tragic because what
we, of lack of the effort to
get
them
to church. the
course,find is that people want to
be there." institutions
enda
nger
their own spiritual
Monsignor Charles Fahey, a
rrofessor health,said Atchley,the geron
tologist in Ohio.
Associated Press Writer
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Welcome Back Students

from Old Town House of Pizza Restaufante
Old Town Plaza • Next to YMCA

Call fa:. laatrr Deltien • S2;
-6144

827-8548

(Our pia dough recipe origin:tied 100
wars sr is
Northai Greece. OUT alum is made from iatchits
from the fiekk of California and the mountains
of Greer? Turkey, and halt Toppe
dfr, a blend al three
different dimes and cookeri in real brick
overm them s
\
.
nra a finer oiziain the area

Northern Maine's Largest Art
Sale
Serving the Professional and
Student Artist with a Complete
Line of Artist Materials

Under Neu ManagementserNiee & quality guaranteed
reR9g

Penobscot Paint Products
191 Exchange St
Bangor, ME
945-3171

BUDGET SPECIAL 1 BUDGET SPECIAL
One 16"
Large Chetse Pizza

ank$4.99
at the Old 'room House nt- Piz
Restatuarite
Sl for each additional topping

2 Small Firzas w

anis $5.99

827-6144

mom.mar ler pmeset
OW mum per miner per viekM,,Fsreeiew imam
it,1P emr-Fpe RIF*.
L

one topping ev4

827-6144
113 crow.
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('APE CANAVERAL . Fla. (AP) —
Endeavour's astronauts marveled over the
weightless aquatics of wriggling tadpoles
yesterday' as they awaited the results of their
own frog-fertilizing efforts.
Scientists expect the eggs of the shuttle's
quarter-pound. brownish-green passengers
— South African clawed frogs -- to hatch
Wednesdav afternoon The crew collected
eggs from all four frogs early in the flight and
squirted the eggs of two frogs with Tenn
Until this shuttle mission, no creature,
other than E.: insect, liad been fertilized in
space and also reproduced in space.
"They're just stretching out and relaxing and enjoying the flight," said Paul Callahan.chiefofthe science operations branch
at NASA's Ames Research Center in Mountain View, `,.T.alif. "They've earned their

retirement
The translucent tadooles weir fertilizod
on :he ground a day before the laboratory
research mission began Satunlay and they
developed in orbit. On Tuesday, they darted, swam rapidly in circles or floated, tails
wriggling. inside two flasks
Amcs researcher Ken Souza was surprised by the flurry of activity, which bore
no resemblance to tadpole action on Earth.
He expected the tadpoles to remain still or
do forward flips, based on tests conducted in
planes that provide brief borsts of weightlessness.
"They were swimming in backvi.ard somersaults, forward somersaults," he said.
"Some froze. Some swam normally We
had ei real hodgepodge of swimming behavior from these tads. and that was really

unexpected."
Five of six frog embryos in one of the
two flasks failed to develop, possibly because of the laboratory's warmth. Souzn
said. The other flask, which contained tadpoles that were a day older, had at least five
survivors out of six.
Israeli entomologist Jacob Ishay woo
Tied that the humidity inside his hornet containeis might be too high. lie sent 180 Oriental hornets aboard Endeavour.
In video beamed down to Earth, the
black and Nellow hornets tumbled around in
small containers amid floating chunks of
foou and shreds of cardboard, provided as
nest-building material. There was no evidence any combs were being built
"Actually, there's no evidence of any
kind of organized work at all," reported

Women taught self-defense
escort you across campus.
Despite one's best efforts, some danger ous situations are unavoidable.
"Being prepared land) knowing how to
react, can minimalize panic and injury in
many situations." Smith said.
Several simple. easy to use and remember blocking techniques are taught which
can be used standing. walking or or laying
down.

from page 5

Participants who attended yesterday's
workshop were very enthusiastic.
"(It)gives practical skills in self defense.
was
(lt
an)empowering.useful ci perience,Kimberly Smith. a trMaine senior, said. "I
would like to take more."Physical hands-on experience gives you
confidence. Learning little things are especially important.- Allyson Lowell, anothei
UMaine senior, said.

"It's great. easy to understand t and the
techniques are basic I can't wait to get
home and practice,- Shane Peacock. a participant. said.
"I always wanted to take a self defense
course and its free.- said Tricia Jarvis. a
ILIMaine Sophomore.
The course is being offered on today at 7
p.m. in the All Puipost Room. Memorial
Gym and on Friday sol p m Leykym.
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hornet keeper and pilot Curtis Brown jr.
'shay's experiment was devised to compare hornet nests built in weightlessness to
those consoucted on EArth. On Earth, the
combs point downward with gravity.
"I'm not very happy," !shay said. He
noted that his control group of hornets on the
ground didn't begin building cones until
Monday
"At least the hornets are alive," he said.
Also aboard Endeavour are two carp
with electrodes attached to their brains,7,600
fruit flies and 10 fertilied chicken eggs. all
Japanese experiments.
One of the fish remained tangled in its
electrode line. Astronaut Mark Lee flashed
light into the aquarium in hopes the fish
wou le "allow the beam and swim our of the
--ess
at didn't work.

Rape

page 1

Response Seraices. A counselor can also
arrange emergency: shelter.
Muff; Eastman. also of Cutler Health
Center summed up the panel discussion by
highlighting three points:
"Any person can be raped," Eastman
said. "h involves all of us. We(the university sy stem) may not be perfect yet tin
responding to rape). but we're trying. Let us
know when we break down."
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Man pleads
ty
to charges after
poultry plant fire

Tem AUXSti plzyt In the Dam Yankee (1 achowski photo.)
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ROCKINGHAM.N.C.(AP)— A poultr)
plant own-r who pleaded guilty to charges
stemming from a fire that killed 25 workers
received the stiffest sentence for workplace
ety violations since 1444.a pioircutor said
Emmett Roe,65, pleaded guilty Monda)
to 25 charges of involuntary marislaugh=
Under a plea agreement. Roe was sentenced
to nearly 20%'ears in prison and began serving
the sentence immediately.
As part ot the agreement. charges were
dropped against Roe's son, plant operations
manager Brad Roe, 29, and plant manager
James N. Hair, 56.
"1'tri confident the pezsou who's tesponsible fix that locked door policy is in prison,'•
said Ass.smnt District Attorle, David Gra
ham.
lie calkd it die
crime since 1944, wheranieu Wetansky,
owner 31.the Cocoanut Grove Nightclub in
Boston, was sentenced to 12 to b years for a
fire killed that 491 people who couldn't escape because exits were locked.
Roe could be eligible for release after
serving two to three years. He had faced up to
250 years in prison.
Twenty-four employees and a delivery
diml Sept 3, 1991,in a fire sparked wheat
hydraulic fluid from a conveyor belt sprayed
over a gas-fired chicken fryer at Roe's Imperial Food Products plant in Hamlet_ The fire
injured 56 others.

The 23rd Annual

If you've moved...
Have you notified the
Registrar's Office of your
change of address? If not,
stop by Wingate Hall
or
call us at 581-1317
or 1310.
Office of the Registrar

Family & Friends Weekend I
Families and friend of the University of Maine can choose from a
wide variet‘ of pi graro.'4 VW hiding!
1.• 7
• Orzanitationai Fait on the nall
imideties sweimiene amid tAtaine football game with Ntireiliestgaerok
-Maine Crniter itt*- tie.Arts perfontti4nce of Homrnave A Pal 3
asi‘
fraiun*1NewVoik City Ballet
- Roger Oa 11) Goretaboaart fa404 ipeo house* it
•l'he Haalc MUSagfiti'slieTrt 1,6 of our Lives:'IViitine Wont*
and Traditional tilligibtkitesi
• Antiques, Cillectihies. & Craft garketitaille Field Hoy*
•"Acadian Hard Times," "A Taste of C,o)or,' and 41likiliAce
the Mv.seerti of Art
• Itlecial opening dedication(AsPage Fitem ittilocar Museums
• UMaine vs UMass teissoitith &tegat4is Rhode bland
women's soccer
• Imagination Thr
,
oglit Hypnosis tr: ilaalck A kul'itorium
• Lobster feast se,
/ *nit- barbeftlf
L, R
• Movie feats)r'etagMvrermn
• Athletk metnesons ea matinorahilia IMO
aquactikurr at
UMaine,& pitip &
r.pia
detastsrerra
• Planetarium slicro - I it:Earl
• Dr. Jim Wand,H
",A journey Beyond Imagination"
• Hirundo
IAttraVilts. and Ornamental
Gardens team
• Public skating and swimming
For specific details about the programs, contact Student
Activities EiL Organizations, Memorial Union 581-1793.

Plan to be part of a special LIMaine tradition
you'll long remember.
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•Transatlantic balloon race
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1 Susiin Davies, associate prof. of
I pastoral studies at Bangor Theological Seminary and co-editor of
[tne nook ttectefining exuai Ettaies.(Adams photo.)
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BANGOR,Maine(AP)— Workers started launch preparations yesterday in anticipation of a dawn lift-off for international balloonists participating in the first trans-Atlantic balloon race.
A favorable weather prognosis at midafternoon set in motien a crew of 40 workers
ho began hauling the balloons and other
equipment from Bangor international Airport
to Bass Park raceway., the launch site
Race director Alan Noble of Britain set a
launch window from midnight until dawn
Yi'ednesday — on his 47th birthday.Their w.t.
a 30percent chart,. the launch eould bescrubbed
if the weather took a turn for the worse.
"h.s looking pretty good. At the moment,
we remain positive. It's almost certain to go."
said Rob Bayly,a member of the British team.
it was we moo alert for the balloonists
who have been in Bangor since mid-August
awaiting the optimal weather conditions to
pmpei Mem swiftly aeross the ee'
The forecast .VaS dismal on Sunday and
the meteorological team in Holland had held
out little hope for a launch before week's end.
Everything changed on Monday with a new
fore-ast.
The latestforecast Tuesday. called for a highpressure system over Maine to move slowly to
sea with winds flowing clockwise. Along the
hack side ofthe high,the winds woold propel the
balloonists toward Newfoundland.
After reaching Newfoundland, balloonists would increase their altitude to reach a
faster jetscream that would propel them to-

ward Europe in three to five days.
By toe time the balloons reach the coast,
they should fly on the edge of two systems, a
high and a low, providing the capability to
steer the balloons 100 degrees.
Bayly said the change in status was wel:dor news, but he arid the -*k-rs were wary
of changing weather conditions that could
deflate their hopes
He said he would welcome the deafening
racket caused when woik=-s begin filling the
balloons with helium three hours before
launch That's the point of no return, he said,
because the helium is so costly.
"It'sa rather unreal situation because we've
personally bebeen standing by so king
lieve it when i hear the gas flowing;'he said.
The two- man teamsfrom the United States.
Britain. Germany, Belgium and Holland are

vying for a two-foot-tali t-lorize trophy that
will be awarded to the first crew to CIOSS a
paved roan in Europe.
The crossing is considered treacherous
despite high-tech navigational and safety
equipment aboard the balloons. Only five of
the previous 16 cheosings have
benful.
five ended in tragedy
The weather is good news few balloonists
who have been biding their time with events
ranging from baseball with a local colleee
team to shopping at area stores.
Balkionisis have purchaseo so much that
they had to order a new cargocontainer —a40
— that's twice the size of the
foot
original for shipping their iota hack to Europe.
The racers` souvenirs iraiude a riding
lawn mower, a 17-foot Bay liner speedhoa,
and several Harley -Davidson motorcycles.

er -%-s.ing•Kc

Free concert causes jam
SEATTLE (AP) — Motonsts jumped
medians and drove on sidewalks for free
tickets to a concert by the rock hand Pearl Jam.
The dash began Sunday when radio stations announced the giveaway for the concert
next Sunday at Magnuson Park.
Shortly. after the announcement_ Interstate 5
through the city ground to a halt and major roads
leading to the Seattle Center Coliseum, where

the tickets were given away. were so clogged
that some motorists zoomed onto sidewalks.
Others raced to the coliseum on foot.
All 10,000 packets of two tickets each
were gone in four hours, coordinator John
Hoyt said.
"Pear', Jam is a local hand gone big." he
said. "The hand is giving something back to
the community they grew up in.-
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Apple Macintosh Lassie II

Get over'400 worth of preloaded software when vou buy one of the
Apple* Macintosh` computers shown above at our best pr-ices ever.
Arid if you are interested in financing options. be sure to ask for
details about the Apple Computer Loan. But hurry', because student
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• Helicopter surveilance continues to cause controversy
• Li. Bean set to move into Japanese market
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National Guard heikopters ustul to ioc.,ti-te pot fields
AUGUSTA,Maine(AP)— Commanders of Maiae s wnr on drugs Tuesday visited
the politically charged issue of using National Guard helicopters to locate marijuana
fields, but deferred an in-depth discussion
until after the election.
Members ofthe fledgling advisory board
of the Maine Drug Enforcement Agency
will take "a long hard look" at the practice.
as directrail by a legislative committee. but
not until the next meeting on Nov. 17, said
U.Col. Alfred Skolfield of the Maine State
Police, who chairs the ooard.
That will be exactly two weeks after the
general election, in a year that saw the clan&
Jeug,11CIAC caught in the middle ot a bruising legislative battle over its
tactics and politics.
The brouhaha last spring ended with largely superficial changes in the operation, in
which state supervisors oversee a combined
form of four dozen state, county and local
agents. The agency's name was changed
froni the erstwhile Bureau of Intergovernmental Drug Enforcement,or BIDE.In addition, its board was realigned and its dealings
opened to public scrutiny for the first time.
Surveillance flights, which are allowed
to be couslucied at altitudes as iow as 400
feet, have drawn scattered criticism from

some legislators and others who contend
that the large, noisy Bell U11-1 choppers
constitute an invasion of the privacy risthts
of innocent people
In recent days,at least one legislator,Rep.
George Townsend of Eastport, has vowed to
introduce legislation to curb the flights.
Complaints about the aerial attacks et;

Tuesday's meeting — their second — to
gimizational limners,but also were bnefed
on the status of the 1992 marijuana-eradication program.
Officials in charge of the eradication
drive said they had received relatively few
complanns about the helicopters and that
rtit. Akruption calNed h‘ thf.

"There's r !ot of helicopters out ther-:, but
there are very few in th cvffort,"
--It Cot. Alfred SL.-r.n,..-10, Maine State Police
pot growers have been accompanied this
year by a redoubling of efforts to legalize
marijuana.
A nro-marijnana festival in :Starks last
month, called "1letnpstock '92," attraeted
hundreds of people over two days. Earlier this
ear. the Legislature approved a bill designed
to bolster the legal defense of cancer patients
who use the drug illegally to ease the side
effects of chemotherapy and radiation, but
Gov. John R. McKeman refused to sign it.
The police officers and prosecutors who
make up the MDEA board devoted much of

The Council on
Pluralism seeks
nominations
and expressions
of interest for
meinbership
positions on the
Council of
Pluralism or on
the Council's
workgroups
Open to all
members of
the University
community,
For more
information,
please call
Mary Barnard,
Academic
Affairs, x1547.

overshadowed by their value in spotting
marijuana fields in remote areas
Maurice Ouellette, the agency's field
operations director, said hr had received 15
complaints about the helicopters this year,
and National Guard officials said they had
receiveo a couple more than that.
"ln a state of a million-five(population)
or so,I don't think 15 complaints is so bad,"
he said."A lot of(the criticism), obviously,
is philosophical differences that rheae people have" with the marijuana laws.
Through the end of last week, 11,652

nole

plants had been zatizc.d — compared to neariy 25,000 plants in l 991 and about I 3,0(X)in
:990, said David L. Kurz, the agency's
assistant director. So far this year, 34 people
have been arrested on state marijuana chart
es and one on federal charges, be said.
The program is expected to continue
until the first major fiDSt, nrot:ably in early
Octotae KuiI said.
Helicopter surveillance was Fr:scions:bee
for the .-eizurre of7,600 of the plants harvested so far this year — a pace "aboiii even" will
last year. Kurz said. He also acianowledg,ed
that Se!ZUreS
othet methof)h were fewer.
Many of the flights in ouesiion were unrelated to anti-drug activity, inciutnne a large
group of Neu- Jersey National guard eilog;
pers that passed over Maine in formations of
a dozen or mo e in early July, Kurz said.
"There's a lot of helicopters out theae,
but there are very few in this effort,"
Skolfield said.
Capt. Mark Sullivan, who heads the
guard's counter-drug operations. said the
choppers had made 402 flights through Friday, with the average flight lasting slightly
more than 90 minutes. Monday was the 38th
day of flying in - schedule that islimited to
business hours on weekdays, he said.
"It's pretty much 8 to 5," Sullivan said.

to all first-year students bringinE their car

Get Smart!
I+ vnu run into a problem with

your car,
makr sure you bring it into Smart's Auto Body in Old TOK

•
•
•

I

Foreign and Domestic Repairs
24 Hour Wrecker Service
CcII:- I:- (tep.irs
Complete Paint Jobs
• Rust Repairs
• Reasonably-Priced

10% Student Discount
on i•oreign

and Doraestic Repairs
wish your MaineCard

.rnart's Auto Body
124 North Mart Street. Old Tr
Bastoes: Hour- Plboor 132
I
Nigho&
827-S614
Stri Scowl. Owner
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Cover your collegiate mind
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•International Trade

LL Bean turns eyes toward Japanese market
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rfee..EPORT, Maine(AP)— A canvas
tote hag from Maine may da more to tip the
scales in the U.S. trade imbalance with
Janan thar. any product off Detroit's assembly lines.
L.L. Bean Inc.. the outdoors outfitter
whose domestic business surged in the 1980s,
is now turning its focus to the Far Fast Its
target: moneyed Japanese consumers looking to sport an outdoors look as they enjoy
more time away from the workplace.
Japanese customers wiii no longer have
to relh on the internationally known L.L.
Bean catalog or travel the 6,95c miles fretn
Tokyo to Maine to buy clothing, luggege
and the best-selling canvas tote hag when a
store carrying L.L. Bean products opens in
Tokyo later this felt_
Bean's "Boat and Tote — bag has become so popular among the Japanese that a
women's fashion magazine recently gave
the: I y agt: av.eh luchy readers. k.)thar tieratly
Japanese magazines started to carry ads for
free L.L. Bean catalogs.
The tote bag giveaway by the magazine Non-no, which until recently had all
but ignored o
fashio
n of
the mho
gr
j la
Japan.
And popularity in Japan spells opportunita for the Freeport-based company,
founded 80 years ago when Leon Leonwood Bean sold his first pair of Maine
hunting boots.
Two years ago. the company created a
customei service department devoted to the

international market. Bean's international
sales accounted for $38 million of the company's $628 million in sales in 1991. Catalog sales to Japan topped $14 million during
that period, representing about 50.000 customers. according to Catharine Hartnett, a
Bean spokeswoman.
In 1089, the eompany began noticing
an upturn in the Japanese market, although the catalogs, printed in English
with foreign language inserts, have been
available overseas for a number of years.
Hari nett says.
"1 thins- we can attribute that to things
like the Japanese trying to pay more attention to leisure time more than working seven
days a week, or at least hying to look like
they're paying more attention to leisure
time:- she said.
Meanwhile, Japanese visitors flock to
the company's retail store in Freeport to buy
—an as bags <1.Bai:iotLzig, paruckaiwiy nagiy
and plaid shirts and Bean's canvas field
coat, which retails for $115.
While the occasional tour bus will stop
, most of the Japanese oistomers who shop
in Freeport are families or hasinessmen
.:-

Yahta. a business consultant from
Tokyo who recently shopped at the Freeport store. Yahta says he read about Bean's
plans to open a store in Japan in a Tokyo
newspaper.
Some imported casual clothing stores in
Tokyo have already been carrying L.L.Bean
items hut then selling them for roughly three
kumi

times as much as they cost in the United
The company recently shipped 22.000
States. Hartnett calls it the "gray markee• items — including "Boat and Tote" hags
— when custorners buy large quantities of — to Japan to be sold in the 5,000-squairBean goods to he resold in Japan_
foot Tokyo store set to open in Novenit. It
Bean store employee Ken Saindon says is the first time Bean will sell its products in
he recently assisted a couple from Japan a retail store outside Nev England.
v.-he spent $30,000 2 I/2 ittThilrS. In addiin Mauch, Be,aim siglicti a lit;c:ising amid
tion to clothing, thev teaight more than 100 distribution aereemeni with two Japanese
I ieces of Bean luggage and 45 of the large companies to market its merchandise in
tote hags, which etail for $19.50.
Tokyo Seiyii Ltd and Matsushita Electric
While sales like that are rare, Saindon Industrial ("empanv Ltd. have formed a
and co-worker fad Snide say
aot un- joint partnership called L.L. Bean Japan.
common for a Japanese customer to spend which will sell the Maim_ company's goods
up to s4,000 in ane visit But most shop- in Tokyo. Hartnett says. Four more stores
pers. they say,buy for themselves and theit are planned in Japar., she says.
family.
A group of executives from L.L. Bean
"I think we're seeing a largo spectrum Japan last month spent a weekend camping
of Japanese customers now" Stride says. at Acadia National Park with Bean employ"It used to he that when they came in.
ta., get a feel for the company's products
thousands of dollars wou:d go out the door and how they are used. Hartnett says t•Titwith them. Now you're seeing groups of p;4
1000116Litso be
0
kida who may be stopping, they have GAP
_
bags and Polo hags, they're stopping at
But the simple canvas tote hags remain
Bean's.•"
Bean's most popular product among the
But it isn't just the Bean mystique that company's Japanese followers.
lures the Japanese customer — Maine apHartnett says that when the company
nears to he attractive as well. The cornnan-. ..enead hafhaire nit:,-,rt1;i16rii.! last yea;
11 ansiet Lac 'tei tent °utak-a-est, amtii
aatalog orders from Japan came in for the
ence to its Tokyo store. Hartnett says.
tote hags menogrammed like the pictured
"I think one of the reasons Bean is sample — with the initi. Is L.L.B.
successful is that the Japanese place a high
Hartnett says Bean's staff contacted
importance on heritage and character and the customers to make sure they underL.L. Bean represents the all-American out- stood that they could order whatever letdoors," Hartnett says. "It's such an iden- ters the choose.
tity thing to come to a 90,000-square -foot
"But they wanted L.L.B. because they
store full of it.''
wanted the hag to say L.L. Bean:. she says.

Swderit Seriate
Electic)ris Are
If your interested in representing any of the
following areas, pick up nomination papers in
the Student Government Office
on the third floor of The Union.
They must be completed and returned to the
Student Government Office by 3:30 pm
Thursday Sept. 17.
7;
Any questions call 581-1.7,
I I _a •
Androscoggin
Kennebec
Stoddet
Penobscot
Gan nett
Oxford
Somerset
Ballentine/Colvin/Estabrooke
Approximately 25 off-campus seats*

Aroostook
York
York Village
Hart
Cumberland
DTAV
Knox
Hancock

*(The exact number of off-campus seats has yet to be dewrrnined.)

candidates for President and Vice-President of
Residents On Campus (R.O.C.)
Whose Eligible? If you live on campus you are.

This is a great opportunity to have a say in what events happen
on campus. The job entails approximately 12 hours/week.

If you're interested, pick up nomination papers in the Student
Government Office on the third floor of the Union. Remember,
these nomination papers must be completed and returned to the
Student Government Office by 3:30 pm Thursday Sept. 17.

If you have any questions stop by the Student Government
office or call 581-1775.
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•Term limits

•Insurance

Effort launclicd to limit Worker's comp reform
terms of office holders continues
By Glenn Adams
Asaociated Press Writer
AUGUSTA. Maine(AP)-- Leaders of
an effort to !Mut state officeholders termt.
confident of a broad base of rsi lila: support
planned to launch a pennon drive today
aimed forcing a statewide referendum.
Already, mon than ZOO valuators has e
come forth to gather signatures ofregistered
voters,Rick Barton.a consultant who helped
oraantar the effort, raid Sunday.
Volonteers planned to be at shopping
enters. college campuses, downtown areas, town offices and post offices in 14
locations Monday, as the effort sets out to
collect so.(Z.-x) signatures — about "nal°
more than are recital -- and force a vote in
November 1gn3
•
fort isSth-msr.i, state representatives and
senators, whose terms in office are non
unlimited. will not be allowed ea seta e more
than four consecutive, two-year terms.
Howeses rl'tes will be allowed.to
rea
termsirihe same ortnie after sitting out a in
They could also run for other offiem urwnediately after reaching their mandatory limits.
The same term limits would also apply to
the state taeasurer, attorney general and secretary of state. The state auditor would be
Limited to two, tour-year terms.
Maine's governor is already limited by
the state Constitution to two, consecutive

four-year trans.
' Developing this kind of institutional
cha_ege will eii op the system and peorle
more competition" for riblic offices, said
Banon,a formea chairman of the state Dernoct aut.- Party
Supporters aay. it would preserve Maine •s
citizens' Legislature by making public service a calling, not a career. The believe it
would ales: poweT from the hands of 3few
veteran lawmakers
Barton and another key organizer, Maine
Republican Chairman Ted O'Meara. me convinced the effort has the support of most
voters.
"It'sdeficamly:grassroots movement,•'
said Barton citirP9 pells stiovona at least65
the• nea :31it earrera
politicians have been resistant to soch a
change. he said.
"We're making a concerted effort to make
sure it doesn't get personahzed," Barton said.
Mann louse Speaka Joan L Martin.
who is completing his 14th uninterrupted
term as a state representative from Earle
Lake,dismissed the effort as "another way
for people to divert attention from the economic crisis this state is facing •'
They don't represent the Er2SSTOOts:
they have no relationship to the grassroots at
all.'• said the Denant '
'They are defeated
politicians."

Dorothy Clarke Wilson
Peace Essay Award

AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Proposed
curbs on certain %scatters' compensation
benefits remain in limbo as lawmakers hold
a seeond day of briefings on a blue-ribbon
commission's plan for overhauling the insurance system.
Members of the four-man commission
endorsed a handrul of changes in their
rixornmendations Monday during a briefing for the Banking and Insurance Committee that focused on hoa mach control
the state should have over a company that
would run a proposed employer mutual
fund.
All four member's of the commission
said they would support a requirement for
legislative approve!of the people appointed
by the governor as incorporators ofthe proposal Maine Faropioyers• Mutioal lasurance
co.
veral changes sought
a
separate Laboraraannernentso-an group.frie
commission also agreed that the incorpoi ators should not be lobbyists.
But the commissioners made it clear
then ‘ncider,..1 the pm -'r fos appointing
tki Cor,el ators only a minor concern,
and the balked at calls for expanding the
state public advocate's access to the company's records.
"You're trying to make this company
competitive nith the outside world" of private insurers, said Richard Dalbeck, the
retired ttNum insurance exerutive who cochairs the commission.
The company would be "strictly a private company," said the other co-chairman.
former U.S. Sen, William D. Hathaway.
COMMiSSiODIM Harvey Picker urged lawmakers suggested that any regulatory conLi
at least be deferred until after the company builds a track record.
"Let's not pile things on this until it gets
going:* be said.

Gov. John R. McKernan, who "-as
tending a business conference in Flonda oa
Monday. has urged against any substan6ve
changes to the package but an aide said he
would go along with the incorporator-confirmation provision.
"He agreed to support changes the Maeribbon commission agreed to." said Abby
Holman.
A leadetofthe labor-management group,
James Mx-be,nailed the commi&sac• s support for the change "positive" cievelara
merit that would help hold down the number
of flootaamendments to the bill
A more serious bone of contention
—
proposed curbs on the duration of benefits for people left partially disabled by
on-the job injuries — was left for a eraiiat session before the Labo: Committee
ball,four committees are being briefed
separately on the package — the State and
Local Government Committee and the Judiciary Committee also are involved -- but
thz
and labor parse's
over Wednesday's public heanne at the
Augusta Civic Center.
No date has been set for an expected
special session. although speculation at the
State House is focused on Oct 1.
The Maine Employers' Munial Insurance Co. would be required to offer cos emage to employers that cannot buy the mandatory insurance on the open market
do not self-insure — a group that ace°,
for more than half the roughly S450 million a year Maine employers now pay for
the coverage.
The company would be divided into eight
inckestry or geographic divisions. Each would
be represented by its own board of policy
holders, and the chairman of each of board
will also serve on the company board

7-*
—71777-AT
-

TOPIC "The Things That Make For Peace."
The committee invites participants to consider any of the
followil,g areas as contexts for their essays: personal,social,
campus, national, global and cosmic.
AWARD:$500

DARKROOMS

FORMAT:

DC% clop

700 - 1500 words typed:double spaced
Essays dearly over 1500 words will not be considered
Submit the original and two copies
Include a detachable cover sheet with your name,class,
address, phone number
SUBMISSION:
Due by October 5, 1992
Send to: Dorothy Clarke Wilson Peace Essay Committee
The Wilson Center
67 College Avenue
Orono, ME 04473
WHAT WE'RE LOOKING FOR:
Both substance and structure will be important, the
committee is especially interested in insight, originality
and thoughtfulness.

your film at
The Union.

I here is a $10 user fee per semester
including free chemicals and instruction.
See Andy at the Darkroom, 3rd floor of
The Union, on Mondays 11:30am1:30pm and Tuesdays
1 2:30pm-1:30pm.
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"After the fourth week of classes, students with
accounts that have not been paid or deferred to
financial aid will have their registrations for the
semester cancelled. Financially delinquent students 1,A,ill not
1._(.2 allowed to register for courses, and academic records will
be withheld until all financial obligations to the University
have been satisfied."
University of Maine Catalog
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Business Office, 100 Alumni Hall, 581-1521
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Melissa Adams
EL:
note:
coliunn was writen b a member of The Afaine C amok('
staff
Roes to show you it can happen everywhere to eterjone.
I v. as once a strong person. unafraid to be alone or go wherever 1 wanted. I
had everything under control. I was 3 first-yew student. naive and trusting.
once believed in myself. I thought I could do anything
I'm not the person I used to be. My life was taken out of my cOntrol. i learned
fear and haven't been able to forget that lesson.
I was raped.
I had been dating the guy for almost a year. He
sn'r in college yet so i
went home every weekend. Looking back. I realize that much of his behavior
was coercive and manipulative.
It happened over Christmas break. To be precise. he rapee me on Christmas.
The day had been so perfect. Our families had spent the afternoon together.
When he brought me home that evening, his mood was very dark. He pulled into
the elLmer•ary sdioe; 3 miles from my parents' house. He said the day had
been awful because we hadn't been alone at all. He was just plain angry.
My family had given him many gifts because,"He v.as such a nice boy .- He
gave me a ring. I forgot what things I gave him. Whatever it was, it was not
enough. He wanted his "present." tie told me. He said he had been waiting for it
all day. I didn't unuerstand.
We kissed and held each other for a little while That was okay. I loved him
very much. He wanted more.
I said no. I struggled. I fought. 1 cned. I pleaded. I was raped.
After it was over. he told me to get my stuff together—he had to get home
before his curfew As I collected my torn nylons he said s- omething I knouIll
never forget: "I know you probably didn't get much pleasure out of that. but
thanks. 1 needed it."
Within a week, the ring he had given me had turned green. I confronted him
about that night and he had a different view. He said he thought 1 should feet a
sense of accomplishment
He was my boyfrined. we had intercourse before, were in love. How could it
have been rape? It was. None of those things mattered. It wasn't my fault because I was dressed pretty or because I had consented to making-out. I was not
responsible for his actions. I do not own the shame he gave io me. No rape survivor does. I thought it was my fault for a long time. No more.
One guy destroyed my life. I'm fighting to get it back. I don't blame every
guy in the world for rape. I blame him_
Please don't blow-off Rape Awareness Week. It's important. I wasn't raped
on campus or by a strange in the dark. But it does happen here. Women are
raped at UMaine. Maybe you have talked to some but didn't know it Maybe
you know me.
I don't care how tough or cool you think you are—you need to care about this
and educate yourself. It can happen to you or to someone you care about. Women have to help prevent rape: guys have to help stop it.
Just a parting thought.Tbe guy who raped rne doesn't think he did anything
wrong. He is now a university student. He might he the guy that sits next to you
in class. He might be the guy who left the library at the same time you did iast
night. the guy on your floor who you think is so cute. or he mg.ht tie the guy
you're supposed to meet Friday night.
You might be like me.
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•Rape

Take the time to learn
Rape is an act of violence. It is a
matter ofcontrol and power over another human being. Rape is the worst invasion of privacy, in both an emotional
and physical sense. In any situation,
rape is a crime.
All too often the general public,and
even the media,focus on the stereotypes
and myths associated with rape. When
discussions or articles center around stereotypes,the stereotypes are re-inforced,
falsely emphasizing their importance.
People often discuss the victim's behavior leading to the rape. Whatthe victim
was wearing, whether or not alcohol was
consumed, or where the rape took place
should have no bearing on a rape case.
Stereotypes concerning an alleged
rapist should also be watched for and
questioned. Invalid stereotypes of rapists can create false senses of security
among people who don't fit into the
classified categories but are quite capable ofcommitting rape. The majority of
rapes on college campuses are acquaintance rapes, attacks from someone
known by the victim. No one knows
who is capable of rape until an attempt

is made or the crime is committed.
Although the crime remains the
same,incidents and individuals involved
vary. To generalize about something as
serious as rape is ludicrous.
Yet,even lawyers involved in rape
cases use such information to prove
their points. Is it because this information is what a jury bases their decision
on? Unfortunately,the answer,in many
cases, is yes.
It's time we focus on the crime, not
the stereotypes or on blaming the victim. We need to redefine rape and educate ourselves about rape.
The media has a responsibility to
train themselves not to perpetuate the
myths about rape.
The general public must train themselves to thoroughly question background information and determine its
relevance to a rape case.
Take the time to learn about rape this
week. Rape concerns our entire society.
Everyone must take precautions to avoid
being a victim and take responsibility to
end the crime. Rape is wrong, no matter
in what context it occurs.

•VV. A. R.

Crusade without conscience
The recent incident involvirig Women Against Rape and altered rush posters has delivered one important lesson
for causes and crusades everywhere: If
you want people to believe in your cause,
however valid, don't make them mad.
And definitely don't attack innocent
groups without proof.
W.A.R.'s campaign hinged on one
factor — that the public would still believe
outdated and incorrect sterotypes about

fraternities. Let'she thankful the university and its community are educated enough
to ignore garbage when they see it
W.A.R.'s crusade lost even more
steam and legitimacy when an incoherant, rambling article appeared in Hubris, written under pseudonym, attack
ing everybody under the sun. It's a telling commentary on W.A.R. and their
methods when even the members won't
sign their own statement of purpose.
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Not At The Mall Film
Series, 7;00p.m. & 9:30p.m.
The Waterciance. Hauck
Auditorium, Memorial
Union. Admission.
No Popcorn Cinema,
7:00p.m. Ruthless People.
Nutter Lounge, Memorial
Union. Sponsored by The
Union Board. Free.
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Calendar

Family & Friends Weekend
September 18,19, 20
A

Thursday Night
Coffeehouse at the Ram's
Horn, 9:00p.m. Ram's
Horn, behind York Village
Live Music;Adam White,
solo acoustic guitarist;
Beer w/I.D., free munchies.
Sponsored by the OffCampus Board. Free.

ted.
iins the
nvolved
thing as

SerN•i

Family & Friends Featured Event Highlight:

Remembering the Agricultural Roots of Maine and the UniverAty
A Dedication Ceremony for the Page Farm and Home Museum
The Page Farm and Home Museum on the
University of Maine campus represents the
realization of a dream to restore the oldest
agricultural structure or. the campus and turr it
into a center for the celebration of Maine rural
life. In 1991 the old machinery barn was moved
from its location near the Maine Center for the
A_ to its new home on the south end of carnr. The structure is now undergoing renovaUon
both inside and out, to preserve its unique
character while preparing a suitable space for the
rlisplay of the artifacts which are already arriving
1.
at the University from around the state. Througn
generous gift by Mr. Henry Page, the barn will be tiehnw--.
named in honor of the Page family, of which Mr.
Page is the patriarch.
On Saturday, September 19, Mr. Page and other museum donors will be present for the official dedicauon
cei.emony. The barn will have a new exterio:. appearance at that time and a series of festive events is
planned to launch this barn on its new life -as the Page Farm and Home Museum. Hay rides, demonstrations
of country dancing, fresh eider, and the citspiay of artifacts wiii be available for the enjoyment of all at Llii6
dedication. You are invited to attend this fesnve event at the site of the Page Farm and Home Museum at
10:00a.m. Following a short ceremony, the museum will be opened for your inspection and enjoyment. A
detailed schedule of events will be available at the Family and Friends Information Center in the Memorial
Union Lobby and on the Mall.

Other Friends & F3mily HighlightS...

No Popcorn Cinema,
7:00p m. A Shock To The
System. Nutter Lounge,
Memorial Union.
Sponsored by The Union
Board. Free.

Friday 18
Dr.Jim Wand, Hypnotist 8:00p.m. Hauck Auditorium, Memorial
Union; "Beyond Imagination—A Master of the Mind" Admission
$1.00 at the door.

n thembacknine its

Recital, 8:00p.m. 120 Lord
Hall with Anatole Wieck,
violin/viola/viola d'amore
& Lillian Garwood, piano.

Saturday /9
Organizational Fair, on the Mall. 10:00a.m. - I:00p.m. Gala
outdoor fair sponsored by the University's student organizations.
This fair highlights the activities and talents of over 100 student
groups and organizations. Exhibits, food, demonstrations; displays,
booths, and music.
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Dr.Jim Wand, Hypnotist
8:00p.m. Hauck
Auditorium, Memorial
Union; ''Beyond
Imagination—A Master of
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Saturday
Movie, 6:30p.m. &
9:15p.m. My Cousin Vinny
Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union.
Admission.

Dedication of Page Barn & Home Museum, 10:00a.m. at Page
Barn, see above.
Antiques, Collectibles & Craft Market, 10:00a.m. - 5:00p.m. Field
House, Memorial Gymnasium Admission $1.00 at the door.
Sunday 20
Antiques, Collectibles & Craft Market, 10:00a.m. - 5:00p.m. Field
House, Memorial Gymnasium. Admission $1.00 at the door.
"Hommage a Balanchine”, 7:00p.m. Hutchins Concert Hall, Maine
Center for the Arts; Featuring principal dancers of the New York
City Ballet; Admission.

September 16, 1992- September 23, 1992
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Rape and Sexual Assault
Awareinpes Week
Wednesday lr

Someone You Know: Film
About Rape and Sexual Assault
3:30p.m. Memorial Room,
Memorial Unica; followed by a
discussion and information about
resources.

Men's Pledge of Alliance
12:00p.m. On the Mall in front of
Fogler Library; Men may show
their support for stopping rape by
signing a Pledge Alliance card
and tying a ribbon on the United
Against Rape and Sexual Assault
Memorial. Sponsored by Men
Against Rape.

•

Athletes For Sexual
Responsibility: Date Rape
7:00p.m. Bangor Lounge,
will
Memorial Union; Athl.
show a video of skits and roleplays and discuss with the
audience ideas and issues about
date rape.

Warning! Dating May Be
Dangerous to'four Health
12:15p.m. Bangor Lounges,
Memorial Union; Peer Educator
Program.

Self Defenfe for Women
Workshop 7:00p.m. Tracey Smith,
Black Belt in Chinese GOJU,
11 years experience in Martial
Arts, will lecture, demonstrate. and
instruct women in self defense.
Wearing sweat clothes is advised.
Cali 581-4183 for more
information

Booze elues: The Sobering
Connection Between Alcohol
and Date Rape 2:00p.m. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union; Dr.
Robert Dana, Substance Abuse
Services.

Athletics
Wednesday 16
L"Maine Women's Tennis vs.
Bates, 3:00p.m. Adjacent to east
sic.e of Memorial Gymnasium.
Friday 18
t ltimate Frisbee, 3:30p.m. on the
Mail. Every Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday at 3:30p.m. Contact
Tom Molloy at 581=6797 for more
information.
Saturday 19
UMaine Black Bear Football vs.
Northeastern. 1:00p.m. Alumni
Field: Admission.
I Maine Women's Tennis vs.
irMassi Lowell 1:00p.m.
Adjacent to east side of Memorial
Gymnasium.
Sunday 20
vs.
Rhode Island, 11:00a.m. Athletic
field north of baseball field.
wk/ILLIGILI S

‘CI

UMaine Women's Tennis vs.
Bentley, 11:00a.m. Adjacent to
east side of Memorial Gymnasium.

icir
Thursday 17
Thursday Night Coffeehouse at
the Ram's Horn, 9:00p.m. Ram's
Horn, behind York Village. Live
Music;Adant White, solo acoustic
guitarist; Beer w/1.D., free
munchies. Sponsored by the Off
Campus Board. Free.
Friday 18
Recital, 8:00p.m. 120 Lord Hall
with Anatole Wieck, violin/viola/
viola damore & Lillian Garwood,
piano.
Wednesday 23
One Night Stand Coffee Breaks
with Barney and Micheal
Martin;"Common Ground"
8:00p.m. Damn Yankee, Union.

E

Quote of the day:
I'll let you be in my
dream ifIcan be in
yours.
Bob Dylan

Thursday 77
Not A Love Story: A Film Aboil
Pornography 12:00p.m. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union: Film,
Response Panel, and Discussion.
United Against Rape and Sexual
Assault March 4:00p.m. Bangor
Lounges, Memorial Union; Meet
on the steps of Fogler Library;
Reception immediately following;
Elaine Hewes performing (guitar
and vocals); Banner contest
winners announcement.
Cnell.-1;.-witt Vigil for Rape and.
Sexual Assault 6:00p.m. Fogler
Library steps.
Friday 18
Counseling Center Support for
Survivors and Friends
10:00a.m. Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union; Maxene Doty of
the UMaine Counseling Center will
discuss resources and support
services available from the UMaine
Counseling Center.
Public Meeting of the Rape and
Sexual Assault Awareness
Program Committee 12:00p.m.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
Self Defense for Women
Workshop -.00p.m. Tracey Smith,
Black Belt in Chinese GOJU, with
11 years experience in Martial Arts
will lecture, demonstrate, and
instruct women in self defense.
Wearing sweat clothes is advised.
Call 581-4183 to find out more
information and to reserve a
space.
Information tables 9:00a.m. 3:00p.m. all three days, in the
Memorial Union.

Sept-mb r 16, 1992 - September 23, 1992
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Movies (cont)

ivieetings- ,cont.)

Wednesday 16

Tuesday 22

Friday 18

No Popcorn Cinema, 12:00p.m.
A Shock To The System. Nutter
I ounge, Memorial Union.
Sponsored by The Uaion Board.
Free.
Hudson Museum, 12:10p.m. &
4:V.).p.m. From Cradle To Grave:
Rites of Passage: A Rite ofPassage
& Masai 1Y:romen. Hudson
Museum, Maine Center For The
Arts. For more information, cali
581-1901.

Thursday 17
Not At The Mall Film Series
7:00p.m. & 9:30p.m. The
Waterdance. Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union. Admission.
No Popcorn Cinema, 7:0arrimill
Ruthless People. Nutter Lounge,
Memorial Union. Sponsored by
The Union Board. Free.

Friday 18
No Popcorn Cinema, 7:00p.m. 1
Shock To The System. Nutter
Lounge, Memorial Union.
Sponsored by The Union Board.
Free.
Saturday /9
Movie, 6:30p.m. & 9:15p.m. My
Cousin Vinny. Hauck Auditorium,
Memoria! Union. Admission.
Monday 21
No Popcorn Cinema, 12:00p.m.
Dune. Nutter Lounge, Memorial
Union. Sponsored by TUB Free.

THE

COFFEESHOP

4:00p.m Bangor Lounge,

Nlernorial Union.
Tuesday 22
Women in Curriculum Lunch
Series(WIC), 12:15p.m. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.

Wednesday 23
No Popcorn Cinema, 12:00p.m.
A Shock To The System. Nutter
Lounge, Memorial Union.
Sponsored by The Union Board.
Free.

Meetingsf-A

Wednesday 23
Heahhspeak Series 12:20p.m.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union:
Panel on -Progress Towards
Universal Health Care In Maine"

Wednesday 16
Maine Cannlbus Education
Forum, 7:30p.m. 101 Neville;
various speakers to talk about .
Cannibus legalization, including:
Frank Amoroso,former Director of
BID.E • now a Pro-henr'
advocpte; Barbara Seymour. RN;
Dave Wilkenson, head of the
Maine chapter of the Drug Policy
Foundation; and Mike Ezzy,
founder of the Starks' Resolution.

Student Alumni Association,
6:00p.rn. Crossland Alumni Center,
across from Alfond Arena; every
Wednesday.

Thursday /7
Maine Peace Action Committee
(MPAC)4:00p.m. Room 10, The
Maples; every Thursday: for more
information, call 581-3861
Wilde-Stein Meeting, 6:30p.m.
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.
Wilde-Stein is interested in
discussing gay, lesbian, and
bisexual issues and concerns, and
planning gay, lesbian, and
bisexual events and activities;
every Thursday.

Only 237 more
days Until
summer!

The Soup Kitchen
now in the Damn Yankee

in the Union
Hours:

International Coffee Hour,

Environmental Theater,
7:00p.m. 101 veyille Hall; to be
announced.

Menu
Wednesday 16

Monday thru Friday,
7:00a.m. to 12:00a.m.

Tofu & vegetable burritos

Thursday 17
Samosas & Indian curried rice

Monday 21
Creamed cauliflower on biscuits

Saturday & Sunday,
4 . elk,f1

V VP.171.

4,— 4

./IfIn ert

Now located on the
third floor, in the
Ford Room.

Tuesday 22
Black bean & cheese enchiladas

Wednesday 23
Spanikopita

Thursday 24
Ratatouille

Open 5:00p.m. to 6:30p.m. Monday to Thursday

..•••
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THE WATERDANCE
Sometimes, iife happens by accident
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Thursday, Hauck Auditorium,
7;00p.m anci 9:30p.m.
The' Waterdance, directed by Neal Jimenez, brings to the screen a
daring and uplifting film about the humor, courage, and sense of
community that emerge in a phisical rehabilitation center as a
young man struggles to avoid despair after a aippling accidei

Students $1.50
Faculty $2.00-allillahlimmilliklit‘
General Public $2.50
Advance Ticket Sale Discount at The
Union Information Center
Monday - Thursday 9.00a.m. -6:001).

If you'd like to have your organization's meeting or activity listed
in The Campus Crier, then cut out the form below, fill it in, and
drop it off at 16 Chadbourne Hall... Ifs that easy!

L
9
9

The Campus Crier
Listing Information

9
9
9
0
9

Listing Type (check all that apply)
Speaker
Ca Meeting
LI Sports
CI Misc.
•
0 Entertainment
Movie
•
•
CI List All Semester
CI Religion
Li

a

Where:
Day Date:
Sponsored By:
Admission:
Contact Person:
Description:

0_.

Time:

The Campus Crier
September 16, 1992

Volume VI, Issue I

Editor: Norm Nelson
The Campus Crier is a service provided by ASAP
Media Services to the students at the University
of Maine. It is a student-run calendar listing
information on artistic, educational, and spiritual
programs. It provides free listings of.all studentrelated events and services. We try to publish a
complete listing of campus events and studentrelated activities. When placing a listing, please
include the following information: Name,
Organization. Phone Number, Time, Date,
Location. Cost, and a short deription of the
event.
Send all submissions through
campus mail to: The Campus
Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall, or
call us at 581 4359. Deadline is
Friday at 500p..m. the week
before the listing is to appear.
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•Rape Awareness
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Administration's view
•
•
•

To the Editor:
I had heard about the falsified rush r.,slers,
and I was upset at their generalization and
'non then assume that all men in all fraternities
art.-indeed..sexist,homopixibic.rapist nazi.
if-publican thugs.- But only after I read the
statement made by Shem Cousins."I'm not
opposed to radical approaches, but for the
most ;nut their timing is a link unfavorable."
did I really become disturbeki
Her traction makes me wonder in what
light does this administration actualh see

•
nt.

nailDes.

This is not about rape. Rape is a disgustand heinous crime that is not
ingb
dealt with harshly enough in the courtrooms
of this country. Convicted rapists are allowed
nea
nay. into a tighter sen
terve and then are allownn to apply for early
parole for "good behavior," while the victim
Is made to feel like it was their fault.
Rape is a crime against the dignity and
stature of all people, and even if it does not
happen to you directly we all suffer because of
it. These rush posters are proof of that.
It seems to me that this administration
feels that these posters. however insulting and

sexist they may he, ate okay when taken in
light of the crime they wish to poitray I
personalIN take offense to them.and I am not
in a fraternin . But this letter is not in defense
of frateminen hecause rapes DO happen
them. lius letter is in defense of human decency and the opposition of sexism.
ifthe people ofthis world want toend rape.
then we have to stop assuming that all men are
capable of rape,and we have to stop condoning the type of sexist,childish, generalization
found in these poster: which belittles us till.
I ^eallv hope that Sher- Cousins does not.
in fact feel this nehavior is in any r ny. accept
able or jug. Violence does not stop violence.
and kinking a strangei in the bails because he
is I)a man.ana 2) member ot.a fratemit). is
lust plain stupid.
it this is the type of education that
Rape Aw areness Week promotes. maybe
we need to redefine it's focus,or change it
all together.
These posters give me reason to defend
myself and not to focus on the real pun,"en
of rape.
Kirk Young
Hart Hall

•Greeks

xl

L

Aggression was misguided
o the FAiito:

Issue

;ASAP
Tersity
rig
piritual
:udent>lish a
identplease

I

of posters is unclear

without them gem rig scared.
Now there's a group of belligerent people
i would like to congratulate the W. A. R. attacking an institution they know nothing
folks on getting people all shaken up dunng about and they are giving me a hassle every
Rape Awareness Week. They certainh have time I turn around. A kit of guys might like to
nagnii an effective campaign in that respect knon how they can dodge all of this harassi am a member of the Sigma Phi Epsilon ment and difficulty in social settings"'
!-:aiemity and we were recently deemed intraBy doing more than just not raping'
nienal rape champions(by W. A. R.). I feel
I'm not bragging or anything,but the smart
that it was somewhat misguided aggression. bet would he that the leaders in business and
First. the Green system and rape are not government in the future will come from the
synonymous. If they. were. it would he a lot ranks of people in the Greek system now
Maybe we could help you even noire later
easier to get ru.shem There are a lot of sick
people out there, but it's not what we're about
than we can now.
Perhaps you could attack -the males in
Come on down tin a group if you're afraid and
meet us. You may he surpnsed Maybe not.
ClormS I believe the:. have the current rape
Personally I'm tired of being slandered champ tile
first as a male and now as a fraternity. member.
Scott Lain
1 understann ha: rape affects everyone
Sigma
Epsilon
Phi
'.a use I can't look at or speak to a female

Laters to the Editor

MEAN 6EEZ „
LcK AT ME KENNETYS

.47/
.
coLt.t6t.
11;Erv6itcAns\

Graphic-by Craig Farnham.

•VV. A. R.

Campaign defeats purpose
of Rape Awareness Week
o the Editor:
O.K..I'm sure that 72 million peoplc are
going to write in on the W.A.R campaign of
putting anti -penis slogans on fraternity signs.
but I have to do this. In brief. I can only say
one thing — dead w ron g Plain and simple.
A feu hints to the WA R Department:
I Although rapes do occur at fraternities
as they can any where elset not all fraterni ties are full of rapists and bigots. as you
would have us believe.
21 What's with the Republican slam? I
see no connection between rapists and the
Republican Party. Talk to the Kennedy s.
3 Putting such slogans up around Lnipiec is
!,ke 71e
W R 3 group of hair fenn-

all submissions for length, taste and libel.

From a very upset and recently misrepresented student.
Cohn Campbell
Yort Hall

•Bear's Den

Renovations made in Den

were necessary
o the Editor
Although I real:— that Ms Adams' ce,/umn in The Mame Campus on Sept 9, is
intended as satire. I would like to clear up
some misconceptions

should be no longer than 250 words.
Letters may be sent to:
77x Maine Campus
Suite 7A Lord Hall
Orono, ME 04469
The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit

:ust. dike. puno liberals who should he pubbcly
shot_ Not cool — and probably nonnalect I am
not a!mintier of an I raternity,Mirdo I e‘ti plan
to become a member I am (if you haven't
already guessed i a Republican I am NOT a
rapist --- as your posters would suggest_
By doing what you have done. ynu are
only hurting your cause. not furthering it.
It's hvpocritical to go around calling people
bigots while you preach doctrines based on
stereotypical and degrading views of men.
Time to rethink your strategies?

I understand the thought that the changes
in the Bear's Den are unnecessary . or a capncious speeding of student money There are
reasons for these changes
First. the Den service area was not axes
to the hanchc.apped - the new entrance is
In addition, this change was made to add a
convenience store style reach-in cooler The
Bear.s Den will stock a greater vanety of
beverages and microwave items so otr customers can get meals without waiting in line
at the sandwich counter
You mentioned the dim. greasy. boring
Den We are replacing the multi-cokired plaid

carpet and the alwa s broken Nuechairs When
the rpiat.riiir3 are here, we will have a
contest open to all students, to croorate the
Den
And finally. you comment that the food
has gotten worse at the Den We've incituted
fourteen student-suggested changes.. a customer sinveying program. and an -..nriployenn
training program to iminove food quality at
the Den.
These changes were basal on student input and we continue to acrtrciale this input
If you, or anyone. has a specific complaint
about quality at the Den. please contact me
My office is inside the Den,my phone number
is S81-1799.
Jeff Pauley
Dining Servve Manager
Memorial Union
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Your_ Daily
Horoscope
By Cart Pau!
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
As a member of a mutable sign, you are
versadle and analytical. You can fit into just
about any situation, but must be careful not
to lie overly influenced by others. Although
you're always open to new ideas and different methods, you benefit from focusing on
just one or two areas rif expertise instead of
-scattering your energies.
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For Wedtiesday, September 16

by Jeff MacNelly

ARIES(March 21 - April 19): You're
in a position to give a friend a career boost by
referring work to them or using your conre...-ctions to their advantage.'They'll respond
in kind further on down the road.
TAURUS (Apr.
.; 20 - May 20): N
abilir, o land on your feet after being upended comes into play nos . Your personal
contacts come in handy when trying to get
yourself or a friend out of a jam. Don't
hesitate to use them.
GlF.14.0141(May 2! - lune 20): A working relationship could become troublesome
when an associate mistakes lust for love,
putting you in an awkward position Remain
detached and professional - they'll get over
it soon enough.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Silence
could be interpreted as agreement hy a pushy
aLso..--tate. You can voicc you: diszcnt ;n a
diplomatic fashion and still get your point
across
LEO(July 23- Aug.22): A confidential
tip can give your financial situation a welcome boost! Keep your ears open and don't
merely accept statements at face value: Ask
tough questions in order to eliminate any
misunderstandings.
VIRGO (Aug. 23- Sept. 22): An anxious friend or relative will smother you with
attention and concern if given half a chance.
In order to mainain your autoonomy you
must thaw the line somewhere and ask them
to respect it.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct- 22): Being on
solid emotional and financial footinr,gives
you a chance to recover from the hectic pace
you've kept recently. Use this break in the
action to contemplate a new focus for your
energy.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): A romantic influence intensifies loving relationships between married or emotionally committed Scorpios. If single, don't hesitate to
take the initiative if introduced to someone
interesting!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 ):
Getting caught up in the emotional problems
ofa volatile acquaintance leads to nothing but
trouble! You can't help them unless and until
they are prepared to help themselves.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 191:
Sometimes troublejust seems to follow people around, whether they deserve it or not.
Stay away from those who create problems.
You've got enough to deal with as it is.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Your
determination will eventual I overcome the
petty objections of stonewalling associates
as the day progresses. so don't give in to
their delaying tactics.
PISCES(Feb.19- March 20): Your full
attention is required in order to overcome
the subite. shady maneuvering of rivals o!
competitors. Like it or not, You may find it
necessary to deal with them on their term;
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For Thursday,Septernixf 17
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
N'ou possess an analytical, focused mind,
good manual dexterity and a sharp eye for
detail. A diverse range of professions call
out for these talents and you could put them
to use as a jeweler, surgeon, artist or musician You have a strong sense of duty and
riov working independently, away from
the distractions ot others.
ARIES(March 21- April 19): Curbing
your impulsive nah.tre brings financial rewards al long as you stay the course. Getrich-quick schemes hold the illusion of success, but patience is neaederl to realize longterm gains.
TAURUS(April 20- May 28): Feel fret
to address busine.z concerns that you had
previously postponed, but he sure you have
all of the available information needed to
make an educated decision.
GEMINI(May 21 =intir201:
Look to
the past for answers when problems emerge
at home or on the job. Old solutions can be
creatively applied to contemporary issues
Recognition for intellectual efforts may come
your way.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): A helpful aspect removes hurdles which previously blocked your path, clearing the way foi
you to proceed with your plans. Travel is
favored, but an early start is advised.
LEO (July 2.3- Aug. 22): Address domestic issues that have been put on hold. It's
much easier to get a handle on your expenses now, which enables you to balance your
hudget or put home-improvement plans into
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VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Others
may come to you for advice and counsel
during this strong and optimistic cycle. This
is your chance to shine Be a leader and
others will accept your judgement!
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Sharp insight allows you to quickly see through the
posturinng of a manipulative co-worker.
Back-room business negotiations work out
well,as long as you remain true to the facts.
SCORPIO(Oct.23- Nov.21): A favorable influence gives you the confidence to
trust in your true and inner strengths!
Aproach new opportunities enthusiastically
and don't be afraid to take chances because
luck is on you side!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec- 21):
High energy and a well-conceived plan give
you an edge on your competitors, and having luck on your side doesn't hurt either!
Translate your thoughts into action.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22- Jan.19): Trust
your instir.cts when faced with a tough dilemma. By acting quickly and decisively
you'll realize significant benefits personally and professionally. Proceed with confidence!
AQUARIUS(Jan.20 - Feb. 18): Needless mistakes can easily be avoided by gathering the necessary information before mak
ing a decision. Good fortune smiles on you
Vi hen delving into a new relationship.
PISCES(Feb. 19- March 20): Discuss
the pros and cons of your current financial
situation with your loved one before making
a major decision on how to proceed. If you
do manage to reach an agreement. go full
Speed ahead during this lucky aspect!
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5011271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m., or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
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Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420
5656(754 each minute).

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-i with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability. work, money, career.

relationships. family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute. which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
I.
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Federal troops and relief supplies pour into Hawaii

Amen-Can zoirn-pcs$

* Hurt icane inik.

Kauai receives supplies tor hurricane victims
LIHUE, Hawaii (AP) — Relief supplies and fulcra/ Uoopa poured into hurricane-thrashed Kauai, replenishing a hospital and buoying those with bare cuphoards. Gasoline and other items remained
in short supply, and price-gouging was
reported.
Wiicox ivilerriorial Hospital was running low for a while on tetanus vaea:ne
because so many people were stepping
on nails, said Wilcox Memorial Hospital
spokesman Steve HOSICT. Many oil the
resort island wear sandals.
On Monday. military and emergency
flights ferried in supplies and brought out
people, even though the airport was still
is about a control tower.
The USS Belleau Wiaod, an amphibious assault ship, arrived with 27 five-ton
trucks, Humvees, 10 field kitchens, field
showers and about 300 troops.
Limited phone service was restored for
some of Kauai's 52,000 residents. About
half the island had runrung water. And
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electrical power war expected to he restored in Lihue, Kauai's largest town, by
next Mohan
Residents ofOahu. Hawaii's most pop
ulous island, donated more than 100.000
pounds of food to the Hawaii Food Rank
for Kauai. overwhelming the Honolulubased agency.
All our truck!' are tied up," said ad
minim-atm Karen Keith. "People calling
in offer their own personal vehicles to
help with pickup at fire stations. The
want to help our friend; and neighbors on
the outer island because we feel reall)
h:assed tat we weie spared.
Wyanne Bunyan. 46, raid one problem
for victims of Hurncane lniki was that tew
had stored canned foods be.calice the cans
rust so quickly in the tropical ail.
Iniki, the most powerful hurricane to
.
hit Hewre this century,rolled ever Kauai's
sparaely populated western end Friday,
flattening sugar cane fields, battering the
island's 70resort hotels and seriously dam-
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aging almost half of Kauai's 21.000 homes.
Damage has been estimated at $1 billion
on Kauai alone.
The hurricane has been blamed for
three deaths,one on Oahu. Two fishermen
remained miaaing Monday.though a corn
panion was reseued
Rob Ward.50. aa—id he managed to hold
onto a fiberglass 'taint- tank floating in the
water for .N) hours before a helicopter
picked hurl up. "I just told myself,'You
got to do it.— he said.
The Battimossenaaed Hari &Jeanette
Weinberg Foundation,founded by a former
Hotaslulu bus company owner, gave a $1
million check.The foundation, which owns
land on Kauai, also flew .30,000 pounds of
food
Insurance adjusters began moving in.
Robert Blodgett. a State Farm spokesman,
said five adjusters for his company were
on the islan 1 Monday arid 75 more were
expected today.
Thousands of people still waited at the
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT CAPTAIN DAVID
FLORES, OFFICER SELECTION OFFICE, PORTSMOUTH,
NH, (603)436-0574 ON MEE1
WITH THE OFFICER
SELECTION TEAM ON CAMPUS (MEMORIAL UNION/
DOWNSTAIRS).
15-16-17 SEPTEMBER 1992
10 A.M. - 2 P.M

airport to get out, and gas and cash were in
short supply'. .tanks weir dosed and cash
machines couldn't run without electricity.
Frusuation grew with reports of price
gouging. Cases of soft drinks were said to
he selling for $25 and 10-pound bags of
ice for $50.
Ke% in Fullkeracal said he paid $30 foi
a carton of cigarettes at a store in Kapa.
"They wouldn't give me a receipt and
three girls there just laughed at me as I
walked out," he said.
M2N'Of JoAnn Yukimura called on the
state to take action under consume; laws.
"This is just not fair,'' she said.
The National Guard set up five distribution centers te aass out food and emergency supplies. A total of 1,283 National
Guard troops have been mobilized,572 of
them on Kauai.
"We've made a lot of progress," said
Maj Wayne Yoshioka of the National
Guard. "All indications are that there are
ample amounts of food"
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•Environment
r11.1

erican companies encourage recycling

--

BOSTON(AP)— More than 20 Amet ican companies, including McDonald's
Corp.,Coca Cola Co. and Sears floebuck &
Co., today launched a national campaign
designed to create demand for recycled
goods.
Organizers say the voluntary effort will
help fill an important gap in the recycling
!Tye-I-meat that has succeeded in eolieeting
paper glass and other reusable trash. but has
fallen short in finding markets for ircycled
goods.
'This will help pull material through the
recycling loop rather than push it through.'
said Phil Bailey, coordinator of the business
alliance for the National Recycling Coali-
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non. which is holding a conference in Boston this week.
The alliance will conduct programs
around the count:ry to show businesses how
they can buy recycled goods and use them in
their daily operations. Part of this effort will
include a datanase that informs businesses
where, for example, they might buy memo
pads rriai-le of recycled paper.
Sears Roebuck,for instance . has set goals
with its suppliers to use corrugated paper
and plastic packaging that contain at least 25
percent recycled criaterial:
"The respons has been excellent" said
Keith Tice, national director of packaging and
labeling for Sears "No one he:, nursed us

down Some have agreed to higher numbe.Another alliance member.('racker Barrel restaurants, not only is using recycled
paper in its menus, but also uses recycled
consnuction materials for its buildings.
Among the other members of the alliance are 3M Co., American Airlines, Anheu%CT Busch Inc.. Bank of America, Inited
TsiuLe.:1 Sc,vice, ;woes Rive, Corp., Turner
Broadcasting and Safeway Inc
The National Recycling Coalition, which
helped form the alliance,is a nonprofit group
with 3.600 members, including recycling
organizatinns, environmental groups, state
and local governments arid large arid small
businesses.
IIMIMIINIMINI

•Forensic entomology
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detectives with time of death

DES MOINES. Iowa(AP)— Most people shudder at the image ofa iriaggot-intested
body, but Ken Holscher figures those hugs
can help solve a murder.
Holscher, an assistant professor of entoin Ames.
mology at 1ow S
says insects
tong a
body has been dead and even, sometimes,
where it came from.
"To me, forensic entomology is a valuanle and useful science,- said Holscher, who
plans to lecture on his findings Wednesday at
the third annual insect Horror Film Festival
here. "There's nothing horrifying about it
except the murder itself."
For years,forensic experts dismissed mag-

f progress," said
of the National
are that there are

pots on a body as a disgusting nuisance. To
change that attitude nine forensic entomologists published "Entomology and 1>eath,- a
field guide to carnivorous bugs.
William C.Rochiguez,a furensic expert at
the Pentagon's Institute of ?athology said
insects ale useful necause many indicators
experts use,such as tissue changes and chemical tests. are onls useful during the first 24 or
48 hours after death.
Holscher said that in the past decade,
scientists have found that insects come to
dead bodies in predictable stages Thus. the
presence of a certain insect helps to pinpoint
the time of death.
'First come the flies. They'll find a body'

within one or two days. sore-etrnm within
hours:* he said. "Then a few thy's later, probably two to five days, you'll still have flies but
there will also he certain wasps and ants."
In five to 12 days the beetles Arrive. he
said In 12 to 16 days.!nest of the k
7arts
have been devoured and tts flies depart. Mites
are the final creatures to arrive
Holscher said the iechnique helped solve
a double murder in Lonisiana, in which a
forensic entomologist estimated the slaying
had occurred 60 hours before the bodies were
found The information helped potice direci
their investigation toward a man who eventually confessed to the crime, admitting he had
done it63 hours before the bodies weir found.
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•Weather
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DUBLIN, N.H.(AP)— Fresh off its
prediesioaofHurritane Andrew,
,11r. Old
Famines Aknanac entered is third certury Tuesday, forec-istne a wirmirt than
Usual sylna!r in much of thr nation.
The almanac. which warned ofa major
hurnzane in south Florida in the last week
of August,forecasts•vsinte Thanksgiving
and a Army Ctsistmas for the Noithtazt
Abe Weathenvise. the pem-person of
"America'soicirstcontinuotsly published
periodical." medics -1 year of vanahie
The 201st edition hit newsstands, supermarkets and htiok.or,res with its familiar planting and tide tahics,ariecdotei
and othei tidbits, like tips on the usefulnessf leeches.
You cAvi figtse your lik
front a chart that certaiders how sawn ;I=
drink ix smoke, hew y011y tnArriae.
going what you es amid wisdhor you are
cheerful.
But weather remains the oubbcation's
male nape.saki lcgin Pierce. the 2nd lathkilter since amateta imnanotner Robert B.
TheOW i
s A litlartaC takes peons
to poira out the "Old 'rn its title. nest to he
confused with an upstart rival, the Farmer's Almanac, published Maine
While Editor Judson Hale and Editor in
Chief Tim Clark tour the ,xantry this week
rennwinz the. •)1,,vanw- Thiwra it upiatr+airse

the store at Yankee
which
also produa-s Yankee Magazine.

SUGARLOAF/USA
Season Pass for College Students
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piercingly funny and notably sensual."
--Kenneth Turan LOS ANGELES TIMES
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"MOVING, HONEST CINEMA
with astonishing humor!"
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roger waters

(WINNER' Audience Award 1992 Sundance

Festive

amused to death

ugly kid joe
america s least wanted

bad co.
here comes trouble

michael penn

THE WATERDANCE
Somet,rnes, life happens by accioent

Hauck Auditorium • September 17th
7:00 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.
Students $1.50 • Staff/Faculty $2.00
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Main,

Orono V 866-7874
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Moms need Children now exposed to TV at school
folic acid
By Donna Fenn

For AP Speeial Features

ATLANTA(AP)--- All women ofchildhearing age should consume 6.4 milligram
offolic acid,a B vitamin,each day to reduce
:ha nsk of brain and spir.al defects in children, the U.S. Public Health Service said
Monday
There are 2.500 babies born with such
defects each year. the service said.
To be effehtive in reducing spina bifida
and anencephaly, folic acid must he in the
woman's system at wrtzeption because the
defects are caused dunng the first month of
pregnancy, the Centers for Disease Crintrol
said.
Folic acid is avat:ahle Iii over-the-counter
vitamin pills fortified cereals and in many
fruits, dark green leafy vegetables, yeast.
bread and beans.
Consumption of 0.4 milligram daily of
folic acid beginning several weeks before
pregnancy can reduce the number of babies
w in spina bifida or anencenhaly by up re 50
pent. the CDC said in releasing the recommendations during a conference on birth
defects

Parents who believe their children alreaey
spend far too much hane glued to the tube at
home may be distressed to learn that these
young nnixis are getting exposed to even
more television at school.
But audxinties say the technology is hem
to stay and is bound to heroine an even more
integral pan of the nation's schools.
A study by the Corporation for eublic
Broackaseing says there's been a 50 percent
increa_se over the past decade in tha number of
teachers who use television in the classroom.
'`Today's kids have grown up on television," says Sandra Welch, executive :tee
preside/a-education. at ['tibia.: Broadcasting
Service (PBS) in Alexandria. Va "So they
may pay more attention to television than to a
chapter in a textbook.'
'
PBS reaches 70.000 schools,kindergarten through 12th grade, with special instructional programs in math. science and
eethgraTthV. hs well as with shows s
.h
Reading Rainbow. Square One TV and
National Geographic.
Acciading to Welch. research indicates
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UM Students.
As a special bonus, UM students can purchase up
to 2 tickets for the
C Ballet performance Sunday,
Sept. 20th a the Maine Center for the Arts. Come to
the Box Office 9-4 weekdays or call 581-1755 for
details. Tickets can also be purchased the day of
the performance beginning at 5:30 pm (if still
available). Don't miss this outstanding opportunity
to see worldclass ballet for just $5.

Sat. Sept. 19th
in Hauck Auditorium
at 6:30 and 9:15 PM
Admission:
UM Students - 5.50 / l.1).
All others - $3.00

1991 Iamis Exile
1992 Timberline
1992 GI Outpost
1992 CT Pantera
1992 CT Taiera
1991 17.5" lam! 1

Yale Llnivetsity Family Television Reseal ch
and Consultation Center, produces classroom video tapes th.-. help demystify television for children.
"We found that a surprising number of
kids had very little understanding of televiWWI — they took it as le.ality. not show
business Iliey were subject to the influence
of the medium and were not able to view it
critically
The tapes dissect vanokis etements ofte
vision and LIKil/de 3 special. effects segment
that illustrates how a &until o is able to leap
to the top ofa tall bin kiing Singer stresses that
"the television segino dG
t-.i.ii(IiMr •nr
lesson. It's a teacher tool."
Certain'tv the most controversial use of
television in the classroom is Whittle COirmunicatIons' Channei One, which briligs a
12-minute commercial news program to
i 1.fit high schools nationwide. Whittle installs and maintains an entire system of sate!hie dishes,televisions and VCRsfree ofcharge
to high schools.
4, return. the quer to or.oadezst %VIAtle's 12-minute daily news program, which
contains hso minutes ofcommercials at least
90 percent of the time.

E3a!anchine

Appearing at UMaine for
V.Inn itys•
s•
a••••alllia
us A' a acaeuie OVICCACUI
LLI
Fri.. Sept. 18th at 8 pm
in Hauck Auditorium
Si Admission
Tickets available in advance at
the informadon booth in the
lobby of the Memorial Union.

vwrin

that individuals retain more infortnation if
they use a variety of senses to learn, so the
visual stimulation of television may actually
'help kids remember v. hat they are taught. But
Welch stresses that teachers must be active
participants in lessons that include television
and video.
'Teachers who have been trained how to
use this technology can he incredibly successful in terms of increased ieaming.'she says.
Ainsley Adams- 3 sixth-grade teacher at
Richard J. Bailey School in White Mains,
N.Y.. agrres "This is not the old-tree situation where the teacher Fin on the movie and
sat hack and cont.-deal papers while the duldren v.atched." he says.
Adams uses videos in his claw(tom three
to tour times a week. "If I were doing something on the envimnmentI might use a video
called 'You Can't Grow Home Again.' It
deats with rain forests. I may begin sh -,wing a clip. then going directly into the lesson.
Then I might ask the children in look for
specific arurnals in the video. I nught use the
bucon ano ask them it hat do you thiiik
is going to happen next?' The kids find it
motivating. They find it fun."
Dr. lerome S.ager, co-director of the
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Ask about Monday & Friday Rides

on 9-5

Tipes.-Thurs:1-7

Fri. 9-5

Sat. 9-4

Closed Sunday
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of'hot spices
A BETTER WAY
TO PORTLAND
AND BOSTON.
By Scott W. St. Clair

Nlira(Sarita Choudhury of Fia.ngladesb)
plays the 23-year-old daughter of the Ilgandan family. She helps run the motel with her
Hauck Auditorium came alive on Sept. parentc
with the presentation of "Mississippi
One day Mina is driving home from
Masala." the titst in a Sf`lleS of multicultural shopping and
crashes into Demetrius in the
films tioni the"Not at the Mall"Film Series carret cleaning
m
"Masada"refers to"...3collection of hot
f'..ler the crash. Mina and Demetrius
diffcrent colors," according to a fatefully run
spice
into each other at a dance dub
interview with director Mira N tir in a New and eventuall
y fall in love.
York Timec article publ;shed Nov. 9. 1990.
The romancc must overcome the obsta'1104 spices" are represented in the movie des of Mina's dad and
Demetrius' brother
w hen an Indian girl from Uganda falls in leaving Greenwood
Thecouple avoids seplove with a black American from the south- aration from each other
when they decide to
em United States.
leave Mississippi in hopes of a brighter
The film oper.s in 1972 when ali Asians future.
in Uganda are exiled by the tyrannous ruler,
"When you have a mixed heritage, you
Idi Amin Tbe film focuses on a farnity who can't be pati-1.7:•tic ,o any one
place. The
leaves their homeland .If Ilganda. travels to str...ngth of hat is that you're
muta more
Efigkaid, and e' entually settles in Green- open-minded. but Cie downfall
is that you
wood. Miss.
have no home.- Santa Choudhury wrote
The story resumes in 990 with the Ugan- about the film's message in a Feb.
2, 1992
dan family running a liquor store and mail- New York Times article.
aginz a motel called rgall10.1.10.1111
1
.
1 1illr,r,rits,ir
0
Pra"110
..;L
.
rev liked
Demetrius 1:Denzel Wachington) is a Nicole Beatrice, a UMaine student, said
young black man who cleans carpets with
The film was sponsored by Multicultural
his brother(Charles Dutton)in Greenwood. and Special programs.
volunteer Writer

Be careful who you fpar.
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H. NCW SERVES
UNIVERSITY.OF MAINE!
Concord 7railways one of northern New r.hg.thr-l's jamest
f.-:,eraly bus companies, offers fast, convenient, non-stop
service from Bangor to Portland, witn continuing non-stop
service from Portland to downtown Boston, and connecting
srrvice to Logan Th'erro!'..n.^1 .-':rport. And now. tt!ere's daily
roundtrip service from the University of Maine in Orono,
wiih additional service Fridzys and Sundays!
The comforts of jo.it
tiz;.-.:4E:i lee a raction
the cost. The things you

"41110111.
1 116.r r7.111
onco
irailways stops uerurk.,
the Maine Bear at the front entrance to the gym on Gym Drive
like best about flying are here...
No reservations necessary.
fast travel time, a movie, choice
of music channels, big comfcrtable seats, climate control and
even a snack.
Riciing Concorci
Trailways is as fast

as your car and costs
less. The student fare torn

Sigma Nu
Fall Rush
• Tuesday 15th 5:00 pm Chicken BBQ
• Thursday 17th 5:00 pm BBQ Ribs
* Tuesday 22nd 5:00 pm Casino
Night with Soror tY

Located behind
Dunn Hall
Any Questions?
Call 581-4167
and ask for
Brian Nathan

Bangor to Boston (with ID.) is
just $50 roundtrip! Or travel from
Bangor to Portland for just $30
roundtrip (with I.D.). And, it's just
2-1/4 hours to Portland from
Bangor. or 4-1/4 hours to Boston. Instead of fighting traffic,
you can read, study, or just relax.
En the heart of
Boston, tne modern Concord
Trailways Station is located in
the business district, just across
the street from South Station and
AMTRAK. There's also a ''T"
Station with service to most
colleges and universities.

,ICAt •VI
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Additional scheduled
service from Ganger
wish rsleftesty ef fre.e
parking at the new Trailways
Station on Rte. 222 (Union
Street). Take 1-95 Exit 47 (Rte.

222/ Ohio Street/ Union Street)
arid tol!ow the signs to Bangor
International Airport. Trailways
is on Union Street, between
Wendy's and Midas Muffler,
almost directly across the street
from the airport entrance.

Can we help? Questions?
It's good for the
environment. Ride public
transportation and keep the air
in Maine dean and healthy.

Call Concord Trailways
TOLL FREE at 1-800-639-5150
seven days a week from 7:00
a.m. to 6:30 p.m. From the
Bangor area call (207)945-4000.

UNIV. of MAINE - BANGOR. ME-PORTLAND ME - BOSTON MA- LOGAN AIRPORT, MA
Ftiday
Friday
we
and
Daily
Daily
Daily
!wedgy
Sunday
Lv Orono, ME (Univ of Me i
--;.r.‘ 10 45am
--2:45p"
- -Lv Bangor
7:15 am
no 1115 am
3.15 pm
1:15 pm
7-30 pm
Arr Portland
9 25 rn
1 25 pm
5:25 Pm
525 PM
9:40 P(11
Arr BC= !AA
11.25 am
3 25pm
7:25 pm
7:25 pm
11 40 Pm
Arr avai Airport VA
11 45 tm
3 45 pfr
7 45 pm
LOGAN AIRPORT, MA— BOSTON. MA— PORTLAND. ME — BANGOR, ME —UNIV. OF MAINE
Friday
Madly
sad
Sunday
aml
Bally
Sesta,
Daily , Daily
°My
Sark*
Ly Logan Airport MA
9 15 am
9 15 am 12 45 pm 4.30 pm
4.30 pm --Lv Boston, MA
1000 am 10 00 am
2 15 pm 6 15 pm
6.15 pm 1230 am
Lv Portland. ME
12-01 pm 12-01 pm
4.15 pm 8 15 pm
8:15 pm 2:25 am
Arr Etengor ME
215 pm ce 2.15 pm 06 30pm 1D-.30 pm 01030pm 445 am
Arr Orono. ME (Llnry 01 Mel --- p 2:45 pm 07-00 pm --- pi 10-50 pm — — —
10 —No local passengers nit be camel »nose ENTIRE vv. a tetseen Orono& Saw me
(1:1)—Descnar9e Passengers co
Timetable effective September 5, 1492

WHY WOULD ANYONE DRIVE?

CONCORD TRAILWAYS
4
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Law forces high school Woinen executiiies
students t work less question television heads
AUGUSTA,Maine(AP)— A year -old
state law which rest.;cts the number of*nours
that Maine high school students can work at
after-school jobs is the chief reason for a 30
percent drop in the number of working students, employers say.
Education officials agree that the law has
significantly reduced the number of hours
students spend in the workplace.
The 30 percent drop was arrived at
through a survey of 12,893 11th-grade students who took the Maine Educational Assessment test. The number of students who
work more than 17 hours a week is down 76
percent_ the survey found.
While employers acknowledge that the
poor economy has eliminated some student
jobs, they say the biggest factor is the limit
on the numb- - af hours students may work
when school is in session.
The law, which toik effect in notober
1991,pens'.s 16- and 17-year-olds *o work
20hours a week,but no more than four hours
a day and not later than 10 p.m on school
nights.

Blech

Restaurants, which traditionally hire students, have been most affected by the 10
p.m,curfew and the restrictions or.the number of hours worked per day.
"lam going to think twice before I put a
kid on who will restrict me in my scheduling," said Ralph W. Ardito Sr., owner of
Ardito's Italian Restaurant in Augusta and a
board member of the Maine Restaurant Association. "Especially with the labor market the way it is now, this is a problem for
kids who want to earn mor.ey to go to
college."
Roy Clark, who manages five Burger
King restaurants in Greater Portland, said
the law has limited the number of students
he can hire.
"It is too bad, because they are good
workers and a lot of them want to save for
college," Clark said.
But school officials are pleased with the
new law's results.
At Biddeford High School, the percentage ofjuniors working more than 17 hou-s
has,.dropped from 38 percent to 8 percent
TXV/ staf.e law took effect.
The MEA survey shows that students
who intend to go to college and work fewer
than eight hours a week do the best on the
MEA and in school, Biddeford High School
principal Warren Galway said.

THE CM )1( T T0131 I

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.(AP) — The
first question was a doozy, and things went
downhill from there.
"None of you are writers. directors, producers, stars — maybe in your own mind —
or run stations. How did you get your jobs?"
asked dancer-actress-director Debbie Allen.
She was addressing four of the most powerful people in Hollywood: The entertainment presidents of ABC,CBS,NBC and Fox
Broadcasting Co.
The setting was last week's Hollywood
Radioand Television Society luncheon,where
a panel of women executives including Miss
Allen, "Murphy Brown" creator Diane English and Twentieth Television chairwoman
Lucie Salhany were questioning the four network entertainment heads.
The biting question-and-answer session was
conducted before a packed ballroom at 'le
Regent boveriy Wilshire Hotel, where curbside
limos, Rolls, Mercedes and Jaguars disgorged
hundreds of Hollywood industry bigshots.
The quest ons posed by the three women
were,toputii mildly,strong.Loaded is another adjecThe da.t fits
But the upshot of the event last Wednesday was this: Women and ethnic minorities
are not equally represented in the hierarchy of
Hollywood — and the ones who have managed to reach high levels are none too pleased

THE(II \HIM& TO Kt((All

In 1899, five men started an organization design
ed for men
who were tired of having to fit a mold.
These five men put personal worth and character

above wealth
or rank. And since that day the tradition has
continued. Not for
wealth, rank or honor; but for personal worth
and character:
This organization is

_ 11
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EPSILON,.iIIJ

A group of men that havejoined into one bond
as Brothers.
*

• *,..i,„410

If you have what it takes to be part ofa working

group of men

that have become brothers, then TKE is for you!

Monday Sept. 14th
Monday Night Football
rush with snacks 8:30pm
Thursday Sept. 17th
Mexican Night 5:00pm

Practical experience for
Business/Marketing Majors:
Manage credit card promotions
on campus for a Naitonal
MarketingFirm.Hoursflexible.
Earn up to $2,500/term.
CAIL1-800-950-8472,Ext.17.

w/ Purchase of Medium Soda

*

Tuesday Sept. 22nd
Dinner with the
Brothers
and Movie Night
•5:00pm Dinner
•8:00pm Movies

CAN YOU MANAGE
ON AN EXTRA
$2,500?

Buy any Footiong
get 2nd for 994*

- WHY NOT FIND OUT ;toliz;

with the climb.
That anger was typified by Miss Allen,
who noted the obvious: All four network
entertainment presidents are white men.
"When are we going to see an AfricanAmerican of some power in an executive
position at the networks? Or should I look to
'Star Trek: The Last Generation' for something like that to happen?"
Fox entertainment president Peter Chemin
suggested the television industry needed more
minority training programs. NBC entertainment president Warren Littlefield suggested
that a new Hollywood Radio and Television
Society committee might tackle such issues.
Before Littlefield could fmish, though.
Ms. Sall- any cut him off.
'You know,I hate tojump in, but it's not
as if our business is a new business." Ms.
Salhany said. "I've been hearing -.bout minority progriuns since!started in the business
in the late '60s. And I look at this panel and I
still don't see a minority, any minority —
female, Hispanic, African-A.merican."
Hearing this,CBSentertainment head Jeff
Sagansky bristled.
"The fact of the matter is," Sagansky
said, "I doa't know about any of the other
networks, but we have black executives at the
vice presidential level who do have a lot of
authority. Are they president of the network
yet? No. But it's something we're certainly
very conscious of at CBS."
Miss Allen, who is black, grilled Sagansky about his network's decision to air "Driving Miss Daisy," a TV pilot spinoff from the
Oscar-winning film.
The program was strongly criticized by
local civil rights officials and black entertainers'for containing language that they said
perpetuated black stereotypes.
"We decided to go ahead with it,obviously, because we thought that the work done
both ar the stage play and the movie was
superb," Sagansk-y said.
The reaction "certainly was a surprise not
only to us,butto the producers and the writers,
who had been through both a stage play and an
Oscar-winning movie."

Thursday Sept. 24th
Casino Night with a
Sorority!
7:30pm
Seriously a lot of Fun!
Come meet the brothers.

We now have delivery service.
18 Mill St.
Orono • 866-3550
Good at Orono store only

'Sonar, Condom sob woo be
rood iena Price
kko good or ooloboutreo wed
other offer
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Security guard pleads Man saves puppies from pipes
guilty to Exxon murder
MORRISTOWN, Ni.(AP) — A fanner
Exxon security guard pleaded guilty yesterday
to state kidnapping and murder charges in the
fatal abduction ofcompany executive Sidney J.
Reso.
Arthur D. Seale's plea came one week
after he admitted in federal court that he
planned and carried out the April 29 kidnapping and accidentally shot Reso during the
abduction Peso died four day. later
Seale faced a maximum sentence oflife in
prison with no chance of parole for 45 years,
fines up to $2 million and $20,000 in restitution on the state charges. He also faces a
maximum penalty of 95 years when tie is
sentenced on federal charges.
Answering a series of questions from Superior Court Judge Reginald Stanton, Seale
acknowledged that he and his wife, her"
grabbed Resofrom the driveway ofhis Morris
Town.ship home.Asked if he shot Reso,Seale
said his gun "accidentally discharged."
Seale quietly answered "yes"asthe;udge
asked him whc.ther he took Reso to a storage
locker and left him in a wooden boy witlt his
eyes arid mouth tam!shut. Asked if Reso was
given any medical attention, Seale said,“He
was treated by my wife and myself."
He admitted that he kidnapped Reso with
the intent of extorting $18.5 million from
Exxon Corp.
Morris County Prosecutor W. Michael
Murphy had said he would not enter a plea
bargain agreement with Seale.

Federal prosecutors also said they made no
deal with Seale in return for his guilty plea to
charges of attempted extortion,conspiracy,use
ofthe mailand telephouesand interstate travel to
further the extortion and a weapons charge.
The state dropped four charges
conspiracy, extortion, aggravated assault and illegal possession of a gun — because they
duplicated the federal charges.
Stanton said he planned to schedule sentencing on the same date that Seale is sentenced on the federal charges before U.S
District Judge Garrett E. Brown. Brown has
not set a sentencing date.
Reso,57, was president of Exxon's international division headquartered in Florham
Park. He was leaving his house for work when
he was abducted.
Seale and his wife, both -1'; and from
Lebanon Township, were arrested in Hackettstown on June 19 after investigators followed a trail ofransom notes and phone calls
across rural northwestern New Jersey. No
ransom was paid.
On June 27,Mrs.Seale directed investigators to a secluded area of the Pine Barrens in
Burlington County, where Reso's body was
found in a shallow grave.
Mrs.Seale pleaded guilty to federal extortion charges and had be..at expected to testify
against her husband at his federal trial. Her
testimony in state court could have been prevented by SP2IP because of state cvidiczcc
laws,but the Legislature was at work revising

SAN ANTONIO (AP)
His home is
flooded, his plumbing system destroyed and
his yard is full of deep holes, but Aaron
(1onzalez doesn't mind. His puppies are safe.
Seven 2-week-old puppiesfell down a 4inch sewer trap line in Gonzalez s yard
Sunday morning. He discovered the canine
catastrophe when the mother began behaving frantically.
Gonzalez and his wife, Sharon, could
reach only two, so he dug several feet to
where the pipe runs horizontally toward the
house, and cracked open the line. severing

his sewer and water serviee. But he still
couldn't reach the other dogs, and they
wouldn't come when he called.
Gonzalez said he called city agencies for
help, but none would come So he borrowed
a neighbor's shop vacuum and sucked three
more pups safely from the pipe.
The couple went to bed about 2 a.m.,
planning to get a backhoe to tear upthe yard the
next morning But they couldn't sleep because
the trapped puppies "cried and cried," and
their whimpering mother refused to leave the
hole, Gonzalez said. "It was ugly."

1
i

SE
Italian Restaurant

The Best Choice For Parents' Weekend
942-1240 For Reservations
735 Main St., Bangor
1/4 Mile South of 1-395 (Exit 34)

z • KERMA • SAN MAR.00 • RAICHLE • TECNICA • LANGE • DOLOMITE • DACHSTEIN'• KOFLAOH • DYNASTAii:FISCHER • BLIZZARD
• KASTLE •
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Rodgers Ski & Sport
6th Annual $2 MILLION SKI & CLOTHING BLOWOUT SALE
Bangor Auditorium at Bass Park—Sept. 17-20
Thurs. 6prn-9pm • Fri. & Sat. 9am-8pm • Sun. 10am-4pin

ly was a surprise not
;cers and the writers,
It a stage play and an

Lange TSH Heated Boots
Valued

:NOW $99

MANAGE
EXTRA
;00"

=M3
Lininga
Kids Package:
Authler Ski
Marker M-18
Prilp

I

Tyrolia 570 DD Binding

Over 2000 Jackets &
Pants

Reg $185

SO to 80% OFF

NOW $89
180.
120.
35.
35.
$370. value

I

Adult intermediate Package:
Fischer Kelvar Ski
Marker M-24

295.
150.

Pole

35.

MT & Test

35
$515. value

r 994*

..!dium Soda

very service.

-3550
;tore only

foal re Imes pnce
ere other offee

Req. $425

20-50% OFF LIST

Assorted Schneider Ski Clothing

MT & Test
I-Ia-vra

to $150

NOW $29

perience for
cetirg Majots:
ard promoters
)r a Naitonal
.Hoursflexible
DO/turn,
0-8472,Ext.17

w

All Raichle Ski Boots
Assorted Cross-Country Skis

Rea. $425

3-Piece Component Jacket

NOW $199

Cross-Country Package
Kastle Ski
125.
Tyrolia 504 Boot
100.
Tyrolia Binding
25.
Pole
20.
MT & Test
10.
$406.value

NOW $129

$160 Value

Plus Dolomite 373 BOOTS

.109
NOW 0

Adult Schneider Racing
Pants

Reg.$165

Valued to $400

Kids Skis And Boots

Total packageNOW
ONLY $289

NOW $109

STARTING AT'$49
Kids Bindings

STARTING AT $39

r•

• Buy any 92/93 racing ski at
full list and get a marker M 48

FREE

• Certified Technicians
will be on hand to
mount your equipment.
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iauglitini considered Nirvana to backpackers
BAXTER STATE PARK, Maine (AP)
—Take it from Michael Perry, whose mountairteering adventures include McKinley and
Everest: There's nothing like Baxter St-te
Park,home ofthe state's highest peak,Mount
Katandin.
For those who consider themselves real
Meiners,it's almost a rite of passage to make
a pilgrimage to the 200,000-acre preserve of
wilderness.
And as far as many are cr,ncerned, you
haven't beta to Baxter unless you've scaled
the 5,271 -foot Katandin.
But even though Perry has made it to the
top of Mount McKinley in Alaska, North
America's highest peak. and climbed threequarters of the way up Mount Everest, the
world's greatest mountain, he considers Katandin secondary to other Baxter attractions.

"The best view of Katandin is from a
distance," said Perry, coordinator of I. L.
Bean's Outdoors INscovery program. "People have to gei out oftheir system the idea that
you haven't been to Baxter till you climb
Katandin."
Those looking beyond the southern region
ofthe park where Katandin is locate4 will find
a glorious preserve of reflecting lakes, nearly
50other mountains offering panoramic views,
scoter,of trails — and fewer peopie,said Park
Superintendent Irvin "Bun" Caverly.
By comparison. trails up and down ;(atahdin are wel/- traveled on almost any day the park
is open. It is rare when a hiker can break free of
others out to get a wilderness expemenc.e.
On a late- Augt.st day this summer,Katahdin beckoned scores of hikers even as the top
cf the mountain was shrouded in a gloomy

There's a lot more than a great
calculator waiting for you when
you purchase an HP48SX or an
HP488 between June 1,1992,
and October 31,1992.You'll get

pall ofclouds, wind and drizzle that completely blocked visibility below. Nevertheless,
groups ofas many as 25 hikers gathered at tha
summit, resting after their strenuous ascent.
On nicer days, it's not uncommon for 200
to 300 people to be at Baxter Peak at the crest
of the mountain, but the crowds hardly add to
wilderness experience Baxter visitors long for.
The popularity of Katandin carries over to
day use recreation areas surrounding the
mountain, which are often closed by 8 a.m.
because they are already filled to capacity,
said Caverlv.
Overnight camping as a rule is booked
solid for the season in advance. Many camp
ens hoping for spot: r. the suiruner line up at
the reservation office when it opens for the
year Jan. 2.
"We have as many as 200 people here,

a bonus book that's good for free
software,a free PC link cable
and hundreds ofdollars back
on applications—like electrical
and mechanical engineering—
memory cards,training tools,
games,and HP's infrared printer.
It's a really big offer. Worth more
than $500. And it's going to
make your HP48 calculator even
more valuable to you.The free
serial cable lets you exchange
information with your PC. And
the free software disk lets you
enter and plot equations easily,
do 3D plotting,and analyze
polynomials.
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some of them sleeping in snowbanks." said
Caverly.
(Inc less crowded alternative to the everpopular Katandin,said Caverly,is Doubletop
Mountain,which offers breathtaking viewsof
ICatahdin from the west. Perry noted that the
3,488-foot Doubletop also offers views of
Maine's western lake country.
The Owl between Katandin and Double
top,offers a 3.3-mile diversion off the beaten
track of the Appalachian Trail and spectacular scenery along the way.
Perry suggests bringing a camera to Big
and Little Niagara Falls,in the far southwestern corner of the park, a good place for
viewing moose.
One of the beauties of these trails is that
they can be '7„i!y hiked in a day,a reassurance
for hikers worried about getting lost after dusk.

Beyond all the bonuses,you'll
have the right calculator for
your most challenging classes.
11P48 calculators have over
2100 built-in functions and
offer a unique combination of
graphics and calculus.
Head over to the campus bookstore now. After all, you don't
see this kind ofdeal every day.
HP calculatois.The best for
your success.
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•Around the Yankee Conference

The Campus
Sports Ticker LTA/bine wants to
By Chad Finn

Sports Editor

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Ten unsigned NFL players, among them Pittsburgh receiver Louis Lipps and Cleveland receiver Webster Slaughter,asked a
court to declare them total free agents in
the wake ofa jury verdict striking down
the league's Plan B system.
The players,led by Philadelphia tight
end Keith Jackson, claim the league is
using Plan B rules to restrict them from
negotiating or signing with other NFL
clubs. Their request will be heard by
Judge David Doty today.
Richard Betthelsen, a lawyer for the
NFL Players Association,said "the NFL
is still acting illegally by restricting players to their former teams."
A federal courtjury found that Plan B
violated antitrust laws. It allows a team
the right offirst refusal over any protect-

Like the old Meatloaf song says,"Two
out of three ain't bad," but UMaine football
coach Kirk Ferentz would prefer to make it
a perfect three out of three when his 2-0
Black Bears take on 0-1 Northeastern University Saturday afternoon in Orono.
eque---ampasie
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"We are two-thirds of the way to a pos- the task at hand
itive start,' Ferentz said. "The next one
"We have to be prepared for them(North(versus the Huskies) is a very big game. If eastern)." Ferentz said."We still have a lot
we can get past this week with another win, to work on this week. We've had trouble
then we can take some time off(the Black executing inside the the or,iosition's 20
Beats have no game scheduled the weekend (against Kutztown State), which needs to be
of the 26th) and prepare for the last eight improved upon, but the fact that we had
games of the season."
possesion of the bail for 38 minutes and 86
But Ferentz is still focusing his team on snaps is definitely a bright light. We just
need to keep improving and hopefully keep
this thing going."

11/A. 1116.0
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if he

NEW YORK(AP)— Robin Yount
of the Milwaukee Brewers was selected
Al. player of the week and Jeff Blauser
of the Atlanta Braves NL player of the
week.
Yount got his 3,000th career hit
Wednesday night against Cleveland. He
is hitting .259 this season with seven
homers and 64 RBIs.
Blauser hit .545 last week with 12
hits in 22 at-bats, three RBIs and four
doubles.

UMaine tailback Ben Sirmans, show in action aginst Kutztown State, has
emerged as one of the Yankee Conference's to rushers.(Kiesow photo.)

Sec YANKEE CONF on page 26

•Column

•MLB

It just wasn't right

No more
Ozzie?

By Tim Hopiey
Campus Columnist
"When you get right down to it, I guess
it'sjust a game." —Dusty Rhodes,manager Helena Brewers

NEW YORK (AP) — Tony Campbell, after three years as Minnesota Timberwolves leading scorer, will reunite
with coach Pat Riley on the New York
Knicks next season.
The Knickssurrendemia second-round
draft choice for Campbell, a 20.6-point
scorer in three years with Minnesota
Campbell, 30, who has played small
forward and guard, replaces forward
Xavier McDanielon the roster. McDaniel
signed as a free agent with Boston last
week.
Earlier in hiscareer,Campbell played
two seasons as a back-up to Byron Scott
and James Worthy with the Los Angeles
Lakers under Knicks coach Riley.
Campbell averaged 23.2 points in the
Timberwolves'inaugural season of198990,then fell to 21.8 and 16.8 the last two
years.
Ricci signs five year deal with Nordiques

I.

Other Yankee Conference Notes:
The University of Maine (2-0 overall,
1-0 in the Yankee Conference) have been
paced to a quick start by a trio of offensive
players. True freshman Ray Baur is emerging as an all- purpose threat out of the Black
Bear backfield. The two-time YC Rookieof-the-Week has 123 yards rushing and 71
eiving while filling in for injured senior
)en Willey.
Meanwhile,senior tailback Ben Sirmans
has picked up 223 hard-earned rushing yards,
good for two touchdowns. And sophomore
quarterback Emilio Colon has also been an
offensive force,completing 29 of49 passes
(59%)for 331 yards and three touchdowns.
Colon only had two TD passes all season in
1991 while throwing 13 interception. He is
yet to be picked off in '92.
The University of Connecticut(I- I, 10)handed the University of New Hampshire
their second straight conference loss, a 2421 decision at the UNH campus.
Defensive backs Scott Mitchell and
Mark Chapman have sparked the Hus-

art 'mins... Int•hn t. nr,be ..,.k

and two first-round draft picks
moves.
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In the end, he did it with the dignity and.
class he thought baseball should be afforded.
It is week-old news now that Fay Vincent resigned from the position of commissioner of baseball. He concluded his 1,091day term as commissioner nine days ago and
unfortunately for fans, America's national
pastime may never be the same.
It's truly sad that the 18 owners, owners
such as Jerry Reinsdorfofthe Chicago White
Sox, Bud Selig of the Milwaukee Brewers,
Stanton Cook ofthe Chicago Cubs and Peter
O'Malley ofthe Los Angeles Dodgers,forced
Vincent to resign without taking into account
what was bestfor the game. Namely Vincent.
The grounds they stood upon to ask for
the commissioner's dismissal were predictably self-serving. When Vincent refused to
relinquish his "best interests" power on the
ownerscollective bargaining agreement,the
owners started moving quickly. When the
54 year-old commissioner ordered realignment of the National League due to the two

expansion teams entering the senior circuit
next year,the owners nearly had a coronary.
Leading this charge in particular was
Cook and his Tribune Corporation, owners
ST.LOUIS(AP)--As the days dwindle
of several newspapers and the WGN super- down to a precious few in the 1992 season,
All-Star shortstop Ozzie Smith is looking
station in Chicago.
It seems the almighty television dollar forward to free agency and perhaps severing
has once again reared its ugly head and his ties with the St. Louis Cardinals after 11
refuses to go away. With the Cubbies being seasons.
shifted to the West division, it would mean
The Cardinals are expected to make Smith
more west coast games with later starting a contract offer for 1993 in the near future.
times, and thus, less viewers (i.e. - less But Smith's tired of waiting and would just
money foi them owner folks).
as soon test the market to see what it will
What's to be said for the game when hear for a 37-year-old shortstop who can hit
individuals(owners)refuse to look past the for average,steal bases,cover a lot ofground
bottom line and act in the "best interest" of in the field and generally defy Father Time.
the game? It certainly says something about
Smith wants a multiyear deal and the
the children masquerading as men who are Cardinals, as they were last winter, are said
running the sport.
to be interested only in taking it a season at
"Whatthe owners want is a commission- a time.
er who rolls over and dies whenever they
"I never really wanted to test the marwant him to," noted author John Feinstein ket," Smith said. "But I think sometimes,
said Tuesday.
as in this case, you're forced to do it.
This Vincent would not do. As he stated
"Having gone as far as we've gone now,
in his resignation letter, "...some want the why not? Why not find out what other peocommissioner to put aside his responsibili- ple think of you?"
ties: some want the commissioner to repreSmith already knows what the St. Louis
sent only the owners,and to do their bidding fans think of him. Last month a "Save
Sec COLUMN on page 27

See OZZY on page 28
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•UMaine weekend sports roundup

Yankee Conference

Soccer, golf, tennis and more
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Other than the University of Maine football team's 10-0 victory over Kutztown State
Saturday, not a whole lot of intercollegiate
sports took place on the Orono campus this
weekend.
However, several Black Bear athletic
teams were in action at other universities
ounzi the country.
The UMaine men's sock.er team took on
Brown University Sunday in Kingston, R.I.
!Ind battled to a 0-0 tie. The Black Bears
record now stands at 1-0-1 heading into their
North Atlantic Cqnference season opener
this Friday versus Northeastern University
m Brookline, Mass.
Meanwhile, the UMaine women's soc-

cer team fell to 0-3 after dropping a pair of
contests this weekend.The Black Bears lost
to Brown University 3-0 Saturday evening,
then were topped by Stonehill(Mass.)College 2-1 on Sunday. UMaine goalie Allison
Snooks made 10saves versus Brown and 12
versus Sionehill.
Sharon Rothwell had the Black Bears'
lone goal of the weekend, assisted by Jen
Curran. Next up for the Black Bears is
Harvard University Wednesday in Boston.
The UMaine women'stennis team picked
up their first victory of the season with a 6-3
victory over St. Joseph (Pa.) Saturday in
Philadelphia. lite Black Bears swept the
doubles matches to break a 3-3 tie. Jen
Goldstein, Wendy Semonian and Jen Roper
See ROUNDUP on page 27
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kies resurgence, while receiver Alex Davis
has snagged eight passes to lead the of-

fense.
The University of Delaware(1-0, 1-0),
one ofthe preseason favorites in the YC,got
off on the right foot this week in drubbing
the University of Massachusetts 33-13 Saturday. Senior quarterback Bill Vergantino
leads the Blue Hens' W'ing-T offense when
they face the University of Rhode Island this
weekend.
Boston University(0-1,0-0)had an ottweek after losing to Division I Temple University 35-0 in their season-opener. Redshirt first-year running back Brett Dedman
impressed in h's collegiate debut, tallying
53 yards on 10 carries against the Owls.
The University of Rhode Island (1-0,
0-C) opened this past week by blasting
Towson State 36-19. Tailback Shundeil
Hicks leads the Rams'ground attack, while
Tony Squitieri is emerging as a threat at
quarterback.
Unheralded University of Richms,nd
(1-0,0-0) surprised many 'vitt' their offensive explosion lact .ketk, smoking Jame.;
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Madison University in a 49-40 shootout.
The Spiders id by junior qtrirterback
Greg Lilly, face a difficult task this week
when they face powerful Villanova.
Speaking of V illanova University(2-0,
0-0),senior linebacker Curtis Eller is proving why he is one ofthe most feared defenders in the league,copping the YC Defensive
Player-of-the-Week honors for the week
ending Sept. 6.
Eller had eight tackles and two sacks in
the Wildcats' season-opening 26-6 victory
over West Chester (Pa.) University.
The University of Massachusetts(0-1,
0-1) struggled in losing to Delaware by 20
last week, but new coach Mike Hodges'
troops hope for redemption this week against
in-state rival Holy Cross.
Coach Bill Bowes and his University of
New Hampshire (0-2, 0-2) squad look to
break out of their rut this week when they
play Lehigh (Pa.) University. All-America
tailback Barry Bourassa, who has been
ileld in check thus fariy',Maine and l
hopes to break out of his personal slump
aizainst their non-Y(' opponent.
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in all matters. I haven't done that, and I
could not do so, because I accepted the
position believing.., that sometimes decisions have to be made that are not in the best
interests of some owners.
"Unique power was granted to the Commissioner of Baseball for sound reasons - to
maintain the integrity of the game and to
temper owner decisions predicated solely
self interest."
Self-interest. The owners certainly did
what was best for themselves when they
signed a grossly overpaying $100 million
TV contract with CBS three seasons ago.
Now they are looking to do it again by taking
the money back from the players and putting
it inte their own pockets.

"The economics of the game will take
care of itself,"former baseball
commissioner Peter Ueberroth said Tuesday night
on
Nightline. "The owners have spent money
like drunken fools over the past few
years
and now they want to regain control of the
situation."
The only way they saw to do this was to
force Vincent's resignation. They knew he
was on the players side of the collective
bargaining talks. ney knew he would intervene if and when they decided to lock
the players out (most likely) next spring.
And lastly, deep down they had to know
that the realignment was sound logical
thinking and couldn't be delayed much
longer.

Sports roundup

pt

Now,understandably,the owners balked
at this. but if they ran their bailclubs again,
"in the best interests of the game," this
wouldn't he a problem.
Vincent certainly said it best by closing
his letter stating,"...1 remind all that ownership of a baseball team is more than ownership of an ordinary business. Owners have a
duty to take into consideration that they own
a part of America's national pastime - in
trust. This trust sometimes requires punting
self-interested second."
What he was trying to say was that baseball shouldn't he about arbitration,compensation, union or collusion. It should be about
balls and strikes, hits and errors and things
that happen on the field alone.

from page 26

tallicd singles wins for UMaine,now 1-3 this ing (29th),Geoffrey Glew (31st),and Steve
season, while doubles teams of Jen Grinnell/ Conner(32nd). Next up for the Black Bear
CIC/V.7!`!i7.-fKiM Hatfield and
raid Kie;
'
runners is the university of Vermont at home
len Gillette/Semonian earned the sweep.
ent- 19
lotst2t-tin",..;.- • •
-Sunday,the tennis squad was shutout er tvlaint. VeatItS action over the
0 by an overpowering University of Dela- weekend included the golf team, which
ware team. The next match for the team is placed seventh in the UConn invitational in
at home versus Bates College Wednesday at Willimantic,Conn. Standouts for the Black
a n rr,
Bears inchided Heath Cowan. Jon Conley
A partial team of UMaine cross eountry and JeffWass,all of who shot 78's. UMaine s
runners went to Piesque Isle for the P.I. Todd Dufresne fired an 83, while Tam
Invitational Saturday. The team, which DelRosso tallied an 84. Next up for the
featured only one runner with collegiate Black Bears is the Husson Invitational Sept.
experience, placed fifth in the tourney.
25-26.
The men placed fifth behind New BrunThe UMaine field hockey team also comswick, Bowdoin, UMPI and USM. First- peted this past weekend, taking on two nayear performer Ryan Gauthier placed 24th tionally-ranked clubs. Ihey lost a 4-0 decioverall as UMaine's top finisher. The Black sion to #12 Ohio State Saturday,then fell by
Bears' one experienced runner participating a 3-1 margin to #15 James Madison Sunday.
in the meet. Ken :engler, finished 27th. They play again Sept' at Hofstra UniverOther UMaine finishers included David Irv- sity.
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What abont the players?, you might ask.
Well,as ESPN analyst Dave Campbell said,
"The Major League Baseball Players Association is the stronges; union in North Amer ica and it may even be stronger than the
solidarity movement in Poland. They've
never faced a mihstantial loss before and
Vincent was on their side."
Another sticky point among the owners
was the proposed revenue sharing plan.
Currently each team makes its own TV and
radio deals with local stations and keeps the
money. What Vincent proposed was a plan
which could allow lesser market teams such
as Seattle, Kansas City and Pittsburgh to
share in the profits afforded other high visibility teams.
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ENTIRE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY!
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Take a Walk to the SouthSide
and register to win a pair of
Reebok Sneakers
Complements of Pepsi.
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Get a 12 pack of any Pepsi product
for only $3.99 and/or
a 2 liter bottle for only $1.09.
Offer available from
September 19,1992 thru September 25,1992.
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Well,here's your chance!
The Campus is looking tor volunte& writers. Volunteer writing tor the person
who wants to begin writing for The Campo-or for the experienced writer who cannot
[Ammon to a full staff position.
Writing for the paper helps to improve both listening and wr:ting skills and also
builds experience working tot print t.ierJa. Other benefits from writing include
knowing about upcoming event; and campus news before all of your friends,
meeting pmple, getting involved in campus activities, and having Rid!
After publishing three stories, a volunteer writer has the option to beam* a staff
writer and oet paid for the hard wort! The volunteer coordinator wfil help edit and
with vuiuriteers toward publishing stories.
31t**

If you are interested in starting your career as a reporter,
come to the volunteer meedng Monday at 5:00 P.M. in the
basement of Lord Hall or contact Bonnie Satterfield,
Volunteer Coordinator at extension 1-3061. And remember
NO experience is necessary.
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in
the
tie-breaking run replacing Sid Fern
Darwin (8-8), giving the Brewers in
andez, who has a knee
sign him now they would have to
the llth inning Monday night to give
include a 2-0 lead. Gre
the injury, gave up two runs.
g Vaughn adrie4 a sacrifice fly Los Ange
him, as a player with 10 years majo
les Dodgers a 5-4 victory over the
r -league in the first
Mark Dewey(1-0)replaced Gibson
and a two-nu homer in the sixth. San
experience and five with the same team
and
Die
go
Padres.
, on
got
Bosi
the final out in the fifth. Dewey pitc
o(14-5)struck out three,didn't give
their 15-player protected list
hed
Tom Goodwin drew a walk from Jer
emy 2 1-3 innings of scoreless,
up an extra-base hit or allow a runner
two-hit relief,
past Hernandez(1-2)to open the
1 I th and moved striking out four.

Hill homer beats jays; Bosio blanks Boston

Maine Gain
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help wanted
Wanted: Responsible persons
to
become phonathon associates
Excellent pay, on campus.
teler. Jrketing experience helpful,
not necessary will train right
individuals. Workstudy and nonworkstudy positions. Apply now at
Crossland Alumni Center.
Students wanted to promote
weekend trips to Montreal. Skiing
and whitewater rafting also available Call Collect (514)861-3335.
EMERGENCY! Expanding company
needs hardworking reliable students to mail our diet brochures
from home/Dorm. Earn up to $20
0
PT or $1,000 FT. Employees
Needed Immediately! FOi job
application send Self-addressed
stamped envelope: Colossal Marketing, Employee Processing, PO
Box 291140 Port Orange, FL 32129
$22.17/hr Professional company
seeks students to sell popular college
"party" T-shirts (includes tyedyes).
Choose from 12 designs. 1991 92
average $22.17/hr. Sales over twice
average first month. Orders shipped
next day. Work on consignment w/rio
financial obligatir_In Of purci.nase for
$5.95-up(Visa/MC accepted). Call free
anytime 1-800-733-3265

41

11111.111.11.11
1111Ob,

Campus Reps Wanted Heatwa
ve

Vacations Spring Break 1993 The
best rates and the biggest commis
sions for more information, call
800-395-WAVE
Spiing Break '93- Sell trips, ear
n
cash & go free!!! Student Travel
services is now hiring campus
I
representatives. Ski Packages also
avahle C,--,IT 1-R,20-648_4849.
,

lost 60?
-c r0Itr'
FOUND: gray iong haired cat
found near Hart Hall call 866-03
14
FOUND: Black and white kitten
behind Pi Phi. Cali 866-0314.
FOUND: Single GM car key, toun
ci
between the library and the Uni
on
Stop by The Maine Campus.
LOST: One gold earring Fri. 9/4
on
campus $40 reward if found. Call
x3953, please leave a message
Stop by The Maine Campus for
your free lost and found ad, or
call 581-1273

personals
Sweetheart-I just wanted to te ii
you how much I love you. Love
you always-Your Sweetie.
Happy Birthday Dawn! The big
21 has finally arrived. We'll definitely celebrate in style. -Chris
tine

cedaneous

M.
is

LSAT
GM
-AT
MCAT-G RE

.

Family & Friends Dance
Hip-Hop • Reggae• Rap
Sept. 19th 9 pm $2.00 donation.
I need a ride to U of Del or to
NJ
during Oct. Break. Will help pay for
gas. Contact Mark Dean 1-7588.

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question
1-800-KAP-TEST
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. expe
rience, replace zippers, hemmin
g,
etc, Will pick up + deliver.
Call
ORONO .;r -,:,..ed : --droo
Jeanne 827-5115.
m plus
storage Main Rd, $300/mo plus
SCHOLARSHIPS-Every studen
t
heat. Sec/Dep. References. Call
eligible Student Scholarship
866-5518.
Services, 1323 5. State Rd 7,
#424,
Are you a student looking
N Laud, FL 33068
to
sav
e money on housing? We are
Research Information largest
motivated sellers of a 1978 12x60
library of information in US
19,278
trai
ler in an Old Town Park Asking
topics-ali subjects. Order
catalog
$12
,600-with many incentives.
today with Visa/MC or COD
call
You could own for $300/mth. Call
800-351-0222 or rush $2.00
to:
eves. 782-3695.
Research Information, 113
22
Roo
m, use of kitch, wash/dry, by
Idaho Ave #206A, Los
Angeles,
UM
bike
path, grad stud. preferred
CA 90025.
$50
/wk
call
827-4760 after 6 pm
Looking for a semi-mellow
roommate 1 or 2 semesters
. Two
miles from campus, cal!
827-6944
82 VW Rabbit 108K mile
s flew
Complete Workout avail.
start
tires, battery and alternator $12
00
Oct. step aerobics 1st wk.
free.
or BO call 827-8790 leave
message
Exper. Instructor 15/mo. Cat
ching
88 Chev. Celebrity Modera
te
Rays 827-2456
mileage excellent body-interi
or
Catching Rays Old Town 827
2800-will negotiate. lohn 581
-2835.
2456 1 mo. unlim. tan $35/12
4 mo. dwarf bunny.
Bro
wn/
black
tans $30 1 mo. unlim. tan &
black eyes cage, shavings
,
foo
d
fitness $45.
linclud. $45 B/0 call 866
-5510.

apartments

for sale

